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A COMPARIqON.

BY W. J. ROBERTSON, M A., ST. CATHARINES.

T HE Canadian people occupy the
somewhat unpleasant and an-

omalous position of being neither
wholly dependent nor independent.
Theoretically we are dependent on
the Mother Country ; practically, as
regards legislation, we are almost in-
dependent. Nevertheless the fact
that we are not wholly released from
the protection and fostering care of
the mother nation, has a very serious
and important effect on our customs,
laws and literature. We are no longer
children, yet we have not the privileges
and responsibilities of manhood. We
are like grown-up sons living at home
-free from parental discipline, with-
out the care and anxieties of family
life. Besides the effect on our na-
tional character and ways of thought
of this uncertain and unstable politi-
cal status, there must be added the
silent and powerful influence of a
neighbour-great in territory and
population, speaking the same lan-
guage, professing the sane creed, and
very largely governed by the same
laws. Yet while the similarity be-

tween British and American lawNs,
custoins, and forms of government is
very marked, there are many points
of difference, which to the casual ob-
server escape attention. As Cana-
dians we are presumed to be controlled
by British influences, and to live under
a British form of government, and to
have adopted the British Constitution
as a model. How far this is true it is
the purpose of this paper to show in an
imperfect fashion, and shall endeavour
to sketch the principal points of dif-
ference between the English and Am-
erican Constitution, and to show the
position the Canadian Constitution
occupies with regard to these differ-
ing yet analogous systems.

x. The first point to be noticed is
that the British Constitution is said
to be an unwritten one; the Ameri-
can a written one. That is to say,
the British Constitution is not a formal
document defining the duties, powers
and rights of the Government and
the people, while the United States
Constitution is such a formal written
statement of duties, rights and powers.
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This distinction may be accepted as
in the main correct, although it is not
by any means wholly so. The Brit
ish Constitution is not wholly unwrit-
ten, nor is the American Constitution
as it is interpreted wholly written.
In England we have the Great Charter,
the Petition of Right, Habeas Corpus
Act, Bill of Rights and Act of Settle-
ment, not to mention a host of minor
Acts, al[ defining and limiting the
rights md duties of king and people.
On the other hand, in the United
States the ambiguity of certain clauses
,of the Constitution leaves wide scope
for the courts, especially the Supreme
Court, to give their own interpretation
of the meaning of the Constitution.
And this liberty of interpretation has
been freely used, especially during
periods when great questions ivere at
issue, and during the formative period
-of the Union. Such questions as
the right to establish a United States
:Bank, to impose protective duties,
etc., have been settled, not so nuch
by an appeal to the written Constitu-
tion as by a very free interpretation
of the spirit of that Constitution by
the judges of the Superior and Su.
.preme Courts. While it is necessary
thus to point out that a rigid line of
,distinction between the two Constitu-
tions cannot be drawn in this fashion,
we may accept the distinction in the
broad sense of the terms to be true.
It is interesting and important to
notice what follows from this radical
difference in the two systems of gov-
ernment. The practical result is ex-
pressed by saying that the British
.system is an elastic system, while the
.American system is inelastic. By
.these phrases we understand that the
British Constitution is capable of
.adapting itself readily to the varying
needs of the pçople, while the Ameri-
.can Constitution, on account of its
.written and therefore rigid character,
.cannot so readily adapt itself to the
seeds of the hour. The fact is a very

important one to notice, and to Eng-
lish people it is a radical dcfect in the
American Constitution that it does
not readily bend, while to American

I people it is considered an excellence
in their system that it is not easily
changed by the passing waves of pub.
lic opinion. The cause of this ùi:
elasticity in the American systeni is
that no change can be made in the
Constitution without first obtaining
the sanction of an overwhelming
majority (two-thirds) of their two Leg.
islative Assemblies, and also of (three.
quarters) the States of the Union,
voting as States. This majority-
three-fourths-renders it practically
impossible for any change to be made,
except under abnormal circumstance,
such as followed the close of the great
Civil War. On the other hand, under
the British systeni a bare majority of
the House of Commons and the
House of Lords can at any time change
the Constitution in its most essential
features. The British contend that a
system so plastic and easily adapted
to popular opinion prevents strife,
confusion, heart-burnings, and ensures
a peaceful and successful solution of
political problems. The admirer of
the American Constitution says that
what it loses in elasticzty it more than
gains in permanency and stability.
The Englishman points out that under
the British system the abolition of
slavery could have been peacefully
accomplished, the Anierican retorts
that his constitution ensures the rights
of minorities, and effectually dispels
the fear of the rule of the ignorant
and vicious among the masses-a
fear that haunts some of the best
minds among British publicists. The
American Constitution has been well
described as '' an elaborate system of
checks and balances," a system in
which minorities may and sometimes
do rule, a system in which one branch
of the Legislature checks the other
branch, and in which the Executive
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may thwart temporarily, if not per-
nanently, the popular will. On the
contrary, the British Constitution of
to-day demands the rule of the ma-
jority - it demands the supremacy
of the people's branch of the Legis-
lature, and compels the Executive in
the long run to conform to public
opin.on. Whatever may have been
the operation u checks and balances
in the past, it is certain that to-day
in the British Isles ro check exists on
the popular will except moral checks.
We have now reached two points of
distinction between the British and
United States systems, viz., the dis
tinction between a written and an
unlwritten Constitution, and the fact
that in consequence of this difference
the British system is elastic, and readily
changes and adapts itself to the
changes in popular sentiment ; while
the Amcrican system is inelastic, or
rigid, and does not conform itself to
the changing circumstances and needs
of the people with much readiness.

If we now compare our Canadian
Constitution with the British and
American in these two points, we are
struck with the fact that we have bor-
roved something from both systems.
Like thc American Constitution the
Canadian is a written Constitution,
and we have not the power to change
it one iota without the consent of the
British Parliament. Our rights, duties,
pawers, both as Provinces and as a
Dominion, are strictly defined by the
British North America Act-an Act
we cannot change as long as we re-
main in our present dependent con-
dition. In one sense, then, our sys-
tem is even less elastic than that of
the United States-their Constitution
can be changed by the people with
considerable difficulty; our's cannot
be changed except by the Parliament
of the Mother Country. Unlike,
however, the. United States system,
our Canadian system, within pre-
scribed linits, follows the British in

demanding a close dependence of the
Executive and the Legislature on the
will of the people. Our system docs
not provide many checks and bal-
ances ; the will of the people is di.
rectly felt in our Legislature. This
question, however, of the relative in-
fluence of popular opinion in British
and American Legislation and Gov-
ernment calls for a fuller explanation ;
and therefore we may say that there
is another and cardinal point of dis-
tinction.

3. The British possess a Cabinet
form; of Govcriment; the People of the
United Sates a Presidential form; of
Government. I have used to describe
this difference the language of political
writers and thinkers, but the phrase-
ology may not be entirely understood.
Let me explain. When we say that
the British possess a Cabinet form of
Government, we mean that Britain is
governed by its Parliament, acting
through certain executive officers re-
sponsible directly to Pa:liament foi
their actions, and retaining their posts
as long as they possess the confidence
of the majority of the people's repre-
sentatives. This body of executive
officers is sometimes called a Cabinet
or Miuistry. In England all the
members of the Ministry do not be-
long to the Cabinet, in Canada they
do. The remarkable feature about
the Cabinet is that it has no legal
basi., and is not an institution called
into being by any Act of Parliament.
It is essentially a growth of the last
few centuries, and its existence fur-
nishes an excellent example of the
way an unwritten Constitution de-
velops in accordance with the wants
of the nation. Gradually emerging
out of the Privy Council of olden
times, it assumed* something of its
present form in the reign of William
III., and was almost completely or-
ganized by the time George III. be-
gan hi- reign. Since that time its
character and influence have been
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somewhat modified in the direction
of giving it a greater controlling and
directing force in Legislation. The
chief characteristic of it is that it con-
sists of a body of men, leaders in one
line of public policy, and holding
practically the same views on the im-
portant political questions of the day.
Early Cabinets were often composed
of men holding different views ; but
modern Cabinets cannot exist any
length of time without a homogeneity
of political opinion pervading them.
And these political opinions must
bc the opinions of the majority of
the members of the popular branch
of Parliament. Thus, as stated be
fore, the Cabinet is presumed to be
a body representing in its execu-
tive functions the people at laÈge,
and its tenure of office depends upon
it continuing to retain the confidence
of the majority of the electorate.
Theoretically it is a creature of the
people, easily removed and controlled
by them. Practically, it is consider-
ably more than a creature of the popu-
lar will; it not only obeys and carries
out the popular will, but often con-
trois and directs it. The administra
tion of the day is often the most po-
tent force in politics. Professing to
be the mere servant of Parliament
and the people, it dictates during the
period between one Parliament and
another the whole course of Legisla-
tion, and frequently exercises the
power of a despot in commanding the
votes and allegiance of its parliament-
ary supporters.

Yet, while thus swaying powerfully
the whole course of parliamentary
legislation it cannot, unless by the
will of the people or by fraud, retain
its position longer than one term of
Parliament, for it must secure the
votes of a majority of the people's
representatives, and these votes can
be obtained only by securing the elec-
tion of members favourable to its
policy and willing to follow its guid-

ance. In the last resort, then, the
will of the people must be recognized
and obeyed. The great influence of
a Ministry over legislation and its
commanding authority over Parlia-
ment, is largely due to the fact that it
wields the power of the people, and
also to the fact that the members of
the Ministry are also members of Par.
liament. The importance of this
latter fact cannot well be over-esti-
mated. Had our Constitution been
developed on lines that forbade the
Ministry of the day from being mer1-
bers of Parliament, the whole tenour
of our administrative system would
have been changed. A Ministry not
taking any part in debate, absent from
discussions involving the most vital
parts of its public policy, would speed-
ily lose the major portion of its influ-
ence with both Parliament and people,
and would becomehopelesslyinvolved
in quarrels and misunderstandings.
What the presence of the party leaders
means in times of heated and excited
discussions, every reader and observer
of political debates fully recognizes.
The leaders of the House not only
furnish the most important Bills for
consideration and debate, but they
guide the course of discr ion, in-
spire their followers with courage,
suggest arguments, devise tactics and
stratagems, and apply the party whip
with great effectiveness to those in-
clined to waver in their allegiance.

While the Cabinet is thus at the
same time the creature and controller
of Parliament, it is in another fashion
the creature and controller of the
Crown. By the Crown it is nominally
called into existence; its chief mem-
ber is chosen by the Crown, and on
him is placed the task of choosing his
associates. Not only is the choice of
a Ministry nominally with the Crown,
but its dismissal also nominally takes
place by the same authority, provided
a "esignation does not render a dis-
missal unnecessary. Parliament prac-
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tically appoints and dismisses the Min-
istry, and the Crown registers the
wishes of Parliament. Called thus
into existence by the Crown, the Min-
istry becomes the "keeper of theking's
conscience," and assumes ail responsi-
bility of government. What the Crown
does is really donc by the Ministry;
no choice is left between taking its
advice and their dismissal; and this
cannot well take place unless another
body of men is prepared to assume
the responsibility of theCrown's action.

I have purposely lengthened the
observations on this point, because the
Cabinet is in our Constitution so
unique and essential a feature, and its
functions are so imperfectly under-
stood, that time is well spent in study-
ing its characteristics.

Now let us turn to the other form
of Governmaent-the Presdential sys-
tek. History would seem to indicate
that this system was the outcome of a
desire to balance one set of forces by
an opposing set. Our neighbours in
framing their Constitution seem to
have sought to prevent too much
power being exercised by any one per-
son or institution. Checks are im-
posed on the Executive by the Legis-
lature; on the Legislature by the Ex-
ecutive; on the Legislature and Ex-
ecutive by the people, and on the
people by the Constitution; lastly,
the Judiciary is a very powerful check
upon both Legislature and Executive.
Under the Presidential system more
power is given the President than is
given the Crown by the Cabinet sys-
tem. Elected by the people for a
fixed period of years, his authority,
within the limits of the Constitution,
is uncontrolled during his term of
office. He exercises in some mea-
sure the power of a Prime Minister;
yet he is not removable by a vote of
Congress, unless for serious offences,
and then after a formal trial. History
shows that it is practically impossible
to remove a President during his term

of office. But lie cannot initiate any
legislation-all he can do is suggest
and recommend a line of policy, and
Icave it to his friends to carry this
policy. if possible, into effect.

Although unable to legislate, he can
prevent Bills from becoming law by
exercising his right of rdo; and his
veto cannot be got over except by a
two-thirds vote of Congress. Thus
his power of checking hasty legisla-
tion is great ; his initiatory power very
small. The President possesses a
Ministry, known as the Secretaries of
various important State Departments.
But these Secretaries are in no sense
of the term the equivalents in power
and responsibility of the members of
a British Cabinet. They are nomi-
nated by the President, the nomina-
tions coming before the Senate for
approval. The nominations generally
are accepted; the approval of the
Senate is very much a matter of course.
After their appointment the Secre-
taries are not much more than Heads
of Departments, and they are not re-
sponsible to Congress; their respon-
sibility is to the President. They act
under his guidance and advice; ai-
though an influential man like Mr.
Blaine doubtless has an important in-
fluence on the Presidential policy.
The President's Cabinet is then not a
real Cabinet-its members cannot be
removed by the Congress, and they
take no part in Congressional deliber-
ations. If the President and his
Cabinet wish to -carry out a line of
policy, foreign or doniestic, the legis-
lation necessary n ust be carried
through the two branches of Congress
by their political friends in these
Houses. It is easy to see how diffi-
cult legislation becomes under such
circumstances, when parties are nearly
equally divided. The late President,
Mr. Cleveland, could speak from
bitter experience of the way a Bill,
furthered and -fostered by the Presi-
dent and his Cabinet, was strangled
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in its attempted passage through a
Senate poscssing a small hostilc poli-
tical majority. On tne other hand,
many a measure havin, passed through
both Fouses has come to an untimcly
end at the hands of the President's
veto. Thus wc sec that the Prcsi-
dential power, while effective in clog-
ging the wheels of legislative machin-
ery, is most important in furthering
legislative progrcss. Ag-tin, while a
British Cabinet is generally the repre-
sentative of the majority of the people,
the Anierican President is oftcn the
reprcsentativc of the minority. And
this is not an accident, such as may
occur in a gencral election under an
unfair system of distribution of seats
-for the system of electing a Prdsi-
dent was dcsigned by the framers of
the Constitution as a salutary check
upon popular passion and rashness of
judgment. The President was and is
elected by men chosen by the people
of the States ; this body is known as
the Electoral College. The intention
vas that this College-chosen by the
States, not by the popular vote of the
nation-should exercise a free choice
in selecting the President, and not
merely be instruments in registering
the will of their States. Nov, the
original purpose of the Electoral Col-
lege is lost sight of, and the written
Constitution and the unwritten Con-
stitution are directly in conflict. The
electors still choose the President,
but the votes they cast are the votes
of the majorities of the States they
represent. Under this system a ma-
jority of one in the State of New York
will give thirty-six electoral votes to
one candidate for the Presidency,
while a majority of 140,000 in Texas
will not give more than the thirteen
electoral votes of that State to its
favourite candidate. The result is
that Hayes, with a popular minority
of a quarter of a million, was elected
over Tilden; and Cleveland, with a
popular majority, was defeated by

ltarrison. This is one of the anom.
alies of the Constitution, which proves
that the prcsumcdly most Den.ocratic
nation in the vorid is reailly less con-
trolIled by the people than many na-
tions with monarchial forms of gov-
ernment.

If now vc turn to our Car.adian
Constitution, and enquire which of
these two systcms-the Cabinet or
Presidential-prevails, ve must an-
swer, that it is the Cabinet System, in
its fuliest dcvelopment. In all essen-
tials we have faithfully copied the
British Constitution in our formn of
Executive Government, and in the
relations we have established between
the Ministry and Parliament on the
one hand, and the Ministry and the
Crown, or representative of the Crown
on the other hand. And this is not
true simply of the Dominion, but of
each Province, no matter how small
the population. Our systen of Re-
sponsible Government is, then, but a
reflex of the British system. Our
Governor-General and the various
Lieutenant- Governors represent, so
far as their legislative and executive
functions are concerned, the Crown
in English politics-their duties are
more nominal than real. Like the
British sovereign they have certain
nominal rights, which, it is expected,
they shall never exercise; and which,
if exercised, would create a storm of
indignation. The ruling force in
Canada between one general election
and another is the Ministry. In fact,
if the history of the last fifteen years
is to count for anything, we may con-
clude that during the period between
general elections, the Ministry is prac-
tically absolute, and that instead of
the Executive being controlled by
Parliament, the extreme development
of partyism has made it possible for
the Ministry to dictate to Parliament.
This may, however, be a passing evil,
a phase of our political development
which will soon vanish.
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1. Again, no analysis of the crn.
trast b.tween the Britih and Ameri-
ca i ConstituCton would be compiteîc
without calling attention to the fact
that owing to the uiniwri//cn and w"illn
character, respectively, a grcat differ-
ence exists in the scope allowed the
legislative bodies of the two nations.
1t may be said ivith perfect truth that
the British Parliament is practically
unlimited in its power to legislate-
that no restrictions of a constitutional
character can bc placed on its action
-- in the legislative spherc i is omni-
potent. It was said by an eminent
British statesman that " Parliament
could do anything, cxcept niake man
a woman, or voman a man." That
is, there is no power over and beyond
Parliament controlling its action, it is
sovereign ; and therefore it can do
nothing illegal or unconstitutional in
the strict sense of the term. There
can be no ultra vires legislation by the
British Parliament-there is no court,
no higher authority that can render
nuil and void its legislative action.
0f course, a subsequ:nt Parliament
may, instructed by popular opinion,
reverse the actions of its predeces-
sors; but so long as the legislation is
on the Statute Book it is legal. Very
different is the situition of the various
legislative bodies of the United States,
from the Federal Congress to the
smallest State Legislature. The Con-
stitution of the United States being a
writtein one, its powers and those of
the various States of the Union, are
very largely exercised within definite
limits. The Constitution being a form
of contract between the United States
as a whole, and the individual States
composing the Union, neither party
to the contract can legislate beyond
certain bounds. The States have
legal and constitutional rights against
the Union, and the Union has legal
and constitutional rights against the
States, while the people have consti-
tutional rights against both. Conse-

que ntly, should the Federal CongTren-
and the State l,?gislatures axced their
legal constititlional holinds, the court%
can bc appealed to, and they have the
powcr to decide wvhether the objcc-
tionable legislation is ultra vires or
not. And this power of declaring
lcgislation to bc unconstitutional, or
ultra vires, is a power frequently ex-
erciscd, cspecially by the Supreie
Court of the United States, a bot.v,
vhich, by its numerous and important

decisions, has donc more than a sy
other agcncy to seule the mcaning
of disputed clauses of the Constitti-
tion.

If now ve compare the power of
our Canadian legislative bodies to-
mike laws with these two systems, we
find that like the Americin Legisla-
tures, the Dominion Parliament and'
the Provincial Legislaturcs are limited
to enacting laws within the sphere of
a written Constitution. Tne British
North America Act defines the powers
of the Dniinion Parliament in its re-
lation to the Provincial Legislatures,.
and the pawers of the Provincial Leg-
islatures in their relation to the Do-
minion Parliament. Both Dominion
Parliam!nt and Provincial Legisla-
tures are unrestricted within their own
spheres-outside of these spheres lcg-
islative action is unconstitutional, and
can be so declared by the courts.
The task of passing a judgment on the
validity of Diminion or Provincial
legislation is generally left to the
Supreme Court of Canada, or to the
highest Court of Appeal-the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council.
Unlike the American people, we have
no court within our own borders which
has power to finally declare an Act
ultra vires or not.

This peculiarity in our legislative
condition is partly due to the Federal
system of government we have adopt-
ed, and partly to our d:-peident pohiti-
cal status. As Federal Constitution
renders necessary a division and dis-
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tribution of legislative powcrs, and
thercfore a definition of these powers
in this reslicct we arc in much the
same position as our neighbours ; but
had we a Legislative instead of a Fcd.
cral Union, our power to make laws
would still bc limitcd by the restric-
tions imposed on us as a colony.

I have not time to discuss what
perhaps may appear to be the most
important distinction between the
British and American systems of gov-
ernment, viz.: the fact that Great
Britain and Ireland arc united in a
Legislative Union. while the American
States arc united in Federal Bonds.
This subject is too broad to treat here,
and the fact is so familiar to all
that it is scarcely necessary. Nor is
it necessary to dwell on the fact tlàat
our Federal systern is largely borrow
cd from that of the Unaed States.
Here one important distinction may
bc briefly noted. Our system was
introduced just at the close of the
American Civil War, and as that war
was ostensibly caused by the claim of
several States that each State had a
right to secede from the Union vhen
it desired, provision was made in our
Constitution for placing limits to the
power of the Provinces to legisiate, if
their legislation should be deemed
hurtful to the Dominion as a whole.

Hence we find in the British North
American Act a clause which em-
powers the Governor-General in Coun-
cil to veto any Act passed by a Pro-
vincial Legislature, regardless of the

OuR pedantic mania for instructing con-
stantly Icads us to teach children what they
can lcarn far better for themselves, and to
lose sight of what we alone can teach them.
Let him know a thing because he has found
it out for himself, and not because you have
told him of it. Let him not learn science,
but discover it for himself. If once you sub-
stitute authority for reason, he will not rea-
son any more ; he wil! only be the sport of
other people's opinions.-J. J. RoussEAu.

fact that the Act may be quite within
the bounds of Provincial Legisiation.
No such power can be excrcised by
thz United States Congrcss or Prcsi
dent over State Legislation-the States
arc as sovercign within their spheres
as the Union is in its. It is ncvdless
to say that while the Fathers of

i Confederation thought this a wise pro.
vision against rash and narrow legis.
lation, time has shown that it is a
power which cannot be exercised
without causing much discontent, and
its unwise employment tends more
than aught else to shake the found-
ations of the future of our Dominion.

In conclusion, I may sum up this
analysis by saying, that in our Federal
system, written Constitution and lim-
ited legisiative activity, we are gov.
erned much like ourAmerican cousins;
also, that our municipal institutions
and educational systcm are more
American than British. On the other
hand, in our adoption of the British
systema of Cabinet Government, in
our endeavour to secure the carrying
out of the will of the majority by Par-
liamentary institutions, in our prefer-
ence for the British system of admin-
istering justice and appointment of
judges, we have shown that we prefer
a system which, while monarchial in
form, is more really Democratic than
that of the great American Republic,
and one which permits the fullest de-
velopment of individuality and free-
dom consistent with order and per-
manence.

To give the net product of inquiry, with-
out the inquiry that leads to it, is faund to
be both enervating and innefficient. Gen.
eral truths, to be of due and permanent use,
must be carned.-HERBERT SPENCER.

THE teacher has recognized his true func-
tion as simply a director of the mental ma-
chinery which is, in fact, to do all the work
itself ; for it is not he, but his pupils, that
have to learn, and to learn by the exercise of
their own minds -- JOssPR PAYNE.
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A n Eicient Afetlhod of Readinig Examinaton Papers.

AN EASY AND EFFICIENT METHOD OF READING
EXAMINATION PAPERS.

DY M. F. 1,11111Y, n.A., MOD. LAN. MASTRR, NAPANEE INGo1i SCHOOL.

E VERY English master in Ontariogruans in spirit, monthly, bi-
monthly or semi-monthly, as he de-
posits on his study-table an armful of
paper -i literature, or English gram'
mar, or composition. Groans in spirit,
I say, with curses deep and loud as
he thinks of the long-drawn agony of
wading through from one to five hua-
dred pages of badly-written foolscap
before he can sigh and say, " That set's
off 1" Of course it is a pleasure to
know how the class express them-
selves in writing, but most teachers
probably find thenselves disappointed
always vith the result, and the labour
of examining is hence a wearincss to
the flesh, unmitigated by any more
human reward than the sense of duty
donc.

A method of examining occurred
to me a couple of years ago, which I
have used since with such success as
to induce me to lay it before the pro-
fession in the hope that others may
find their work donc more easily and
more efficiently at the same time, as
I have myself.

My plan is a simple one and may be
already in use, though the masters to
whom I have mentioned it have found
it new to them. I have two long ta-
bles covered with black oil cloth ; they
are about 13 feet long by 3 feet wide,
and are simply made of planed boards
screwed together and mounted on
trestles. On these tables I arrange
ail the papers written by the pupils.
The pupils are instructed to arrange
the sheets in folding with the first page
uppermost in regular order, to write

only one answer on one sheet (unless
there should result too great a waste
of paper), and to fold the sheets only
once. The work of arranging these
papers on tables is not very heavy.
Of course care must be taken to allow
no hurricanes to blow through the
room, indeed a very gentie zephyr

1 will lift a sheet of foolscap and waft
it gently across the table or onto the
floor. When this work of arranging
is complete, I take the questions and
read the first of them; then, walking
round the tables, I mark the answers
to it on all the papers before touching
the second; then I take up the sec-
ond and dcal with it similarly, and so
on to the end of the set. Having
marked all the answers, I add the
marks on the papers, fold them and
mark the totals on the outsides.

Of course I take it for granted that
most teachers examine as I used to
do, read a paper quite through before
going on to another.

Now, I believe that the new method
has several advantages over the oýd,
while the old has no advantage over
the new. Moreover, I believe that
no English master lvho once tries the
new method will ever revert to the
old. I shall not expatiate upon the
merits of my suggestion, because I
feel confident that those who read
this will make the experiment, and
discover for themselves all that I could
say on the subject; they will find that
they save one hour in four; that they
are saved the burden of carrying a
whole set of questions and values in
their heads at once; that they can
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mark with comparative fairness in
competitive examinations ; and above
all that the facility of conparing an-
swers of different pupils to the same
question afforded by this method gives
a most stimulating interest to the work,
while it shows the faults of ill-set ques-
tions and the weakness and misappre-
hension of pupils.

I feel no inclination to say extrava-
gant things about my new (to me)
way of examining-the English master
must always find reading papers a
tedious and wearing necessity what-
ever his zeal and love of his work and
his pupils-but I feel that it is a far
more efficient method as well as an
easier one, and I recommend it with
some enthusiasm and great confidence.
When some Crœsus of the profession
has a revolving table made that will
obviate the necessity of walking round,
I hope lie will tell us from the depths
of his easy chair the results of his syb-

aritic operations. I will charge the
said Crœsus nothing for suggesting
that he hire a small boy to arrange the
papers and to add the marks.

I have been told on high authoriny
that under present arrangements at
the Departnental Examination Roois
this plan is not feasible, but it seeips
to ne that in the course of time ar-
rangements might be made for using
it, and at the expense of the Depart-
ment the revolving tables and even
the small boys might find a local habi-
tation and a concrete existence. 'Plie
comparative standing of candidates at
Departmental Examinations is often
astounding to their teachers, who hav-
ing examined them orally every day,
and in writing every few weeks, are
the best judges of their comparative
and absolute merits, and as long as
this is true any means of attaining
fairer comparative marking will of
course be welcomed.

MATRICULATION STANDARDS.

BY J. FLETCHER, M.A., QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY, KINGSTON.

I T may be true as a general principle
that democracy, as the critics

aver, is, in its intolerant impatience
of criticism, doomed to mediocrity.
But if there is one thing more than
another that culture might be expected
to develop, it is a readiness to receive
the truth; and so long as this is the
mental attitude of those who manage
our education, it is not likely that
stagnation or mediocrity will be the
fate at least of our educational sys-
tem. Still, it has its risks to run, and
none greater than from the random
laudation of our educational institu
tions which has been so fashionable
in certain quarters of late. Nothing
is more apt to lull our vigilance to
sleep. "Of all tame beasts, the worst
is the flatterer."

A fe.v months ago, in commenting
favourably in these columns upon
certain changes recommended by the
High Scbool masters, I ventured to
comment unfavourably upon our pass
matriculation in classics. I ventured
to think that it was better to speak
out plainly now, than to wait unul
another five years' curriculum of the
same kind as the present had been
perpetrated. Need I say there was
no intention of reflecting upon the
High School masters, a body which
I will not insult by praising? Or
need I say I had nothing to gain by
" imposing upon the credulity of the
public?" These are silly charges
made by men actuated by motives
of personal hostility, or put up to
bolster at any sacrifice a system that
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has nothing but its antiquity to recom-
mend it. That my criticism was far
within the truth, I have been assured
by many whose judgment in the mat-
ter I consider final. After ten years'
experience as a matriculation exam-
iner, I have some little acquaintance
with the fact. In my case, I have no
axe to grind and no cause to serve
but the cause of education. And
that cause has been served. What-
ever the next curriculum may be, it
will be very different from the last.

The editor of this journal has in-
vited me to outline what I consider
a satisfactory curriculum for matricu-
lation in classics. This, with a desire
to be brief, I will attempt to do.
Two points arise for consideration:
first, the standard; and second, the
course of study. I begin with the first,
that settled, the other is easily deter-
mined. That the present standard
of twenty-five per cent. is too low,
seems to be pretty generally con-
ceded. I have seen only one objec-
tion urged to a higher standard. It
is this: The percentage of failures-
ranging, as it does, from twenty to
thirty per cent.-neither demands nor
justifies the raising of the standard.
No doubt this percentage of failure
would for the first year be increased ;
that is inevitable whenever the stand-
ard ;s raised. But there is nothing
to prevent rejected candidates from
coming up again, and one year would
probably restore the equilibrium. The
fact is, the standard of preparation is
usually adjusted to the standard of
the examination for which prepara-
tion is made; and the percentage of
failure will be much the same whether
the standard is high or low. The
number of successful candidates will
not be materially affected; for the
changes recommended do not con-
template the establishing of a really
more difficult examination, but only
of a more thorough one. They pro-
pose to limit the candidate (and also

the examiner), in the first stage, to
what is elementary and-if further
progress is to be made-indispens-
able. There is a tendency at present
on the part of examiners (following
venerable precedent) to wander for
questions all over the universe. We
must not reason therefore from what
is, but from is to be. If the recom-
mended standard of fifty per cent. is
too high for the present method of
reasoning, so much the worse for the
rmethod. No teacher will consider a
recitation approximately satisfactory
unless a majority of the legitimate
questions upon the assigned work
have been answered; nor will he con-
sider any examination of his own ap-
proximately satisfactory unless a can-
didate obtains at least fifty per cent.
of the marks. The Education De-
partment exacts an average of fifty per
cent. at the examinations for its di-
plomas. This is not regarded as a
hardship by either teachers or candi-
dates, and the number passed by the
Department every year shows conclu-
sively that the percentage is not too
high. Why should the universities be
satisfied with a lower standard than
the schools and the Department ?
Why should the university examina-
tion be so much easier-as it notori-
ously is-than the Departmental one ?
The moment the Government inaugu-
rates the promised leaving examina-
tion, fifty per cent. will, it may be
confidently expected, become the
matriculation standard. The schools,
where the excellence of their pupils is
involved, will accept nothing less.

It is not too much to demand that
the standard shall be such as to imply
thoroughness on the part of the can-
didates. If, under the present edu-
cational conditions, an average High
School-inadequately named, it may
be, and harassed by a multiplicity of
subjects - can only find time and
opportunity to teach grammar and
elementary composition in classics,
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let that be the work prescribed. Only
let the standard be such as to imply
thoroughness. A guarantee should
be taken that the time which is ap-
plied to classical study, shall not be
misapplied, as it often notoriously is
under the present regime, where a
candidate, after mastering the Greek
alphabet, may advance per sal/um to
the cramming of the translation of
Homer and matriculate on that. And
here I should like to say that I do
not wish to be understood as recom-
mending the study of grammar and
composition as an end in itself. It is
generally conceded by those who have
tried them, that even elementary
Latin and Greek are valuable educa-
tional instruments, useful in training
to accuracy and for the develollment
ofthe thinking powers. But it should
not be forgotten that the end and aim
of all classical teaching is to give
familiarity with the classical litera-
tures, and to bring the student into
contact with the spirit of antiquity.
" For the mass of boys," says Arnold,
"the Latin and Greek composition will
be limited . . . to the exercises
of translation auxiliary to acquiring
any language soundly; and the verbal
scholarship will be limited to learning
the elementary grammar and common
forms and laws of the language with
a thoroughness which cannot be too
exact, and which may be easily more
exact than that which we now attain
with our much more ambitious gram-
matical studies. A far greater quan-
tity of Latin and Greek literature
might, with the time thus saved, be
read, and in a far more interesting
manner." This is the true secret of
economising time and force in classi-
cal teaching; and these words are
worthy of serious consideration here,
and now when every year sees some
new subject clamouring for a place
upon the High School programme.

But to return. No school in the
Province will rest content with teach-

ing the mere elements of any subject,
and we may safely venture to extend
our curriculum one stage more at
least. Next in order, then, will come
thos! authors that experience bas
determined to be the best adapted
for the purpose of elementary instruc-
tion, i.e., Cæsar and Xenophon. A
sufficient amount of these authors
should be prescribed to discourage
anything like an attempt to pass the
examination by cramming translation.
I should like to name as a minimum
four books of Caesar (2700 lines) and
four books of Xenophon (3700 lines).
To this should be added constant prac-
tice in sight translation of easy passages
from the above authors. Facility in
sight-translation is the end and object
of the elenientary stage of classical in-
struction, and till this is acquired, no
change of author should he made.

It is roughly estimated that it will
require between two and three years
to cover this course, leaving between
one and two years of the present
High School course for honour work.
That a course such as that indicated
above is a necessary preliminary-
prescribed or not prescribed-to suc-
cessful honour work, I believe. In
fact, I have been assured by an emi-
nent High School master that his
pupils were always put through such
a course, preparatory to taking up the
honour work.

For the honour work I should re-
commend: Cicero's Orations (ioo
pages), Virgil's Æneid (two or three
books), Thucydides (ioo pages of the
narrative part), Euripides (one play),
or Homer's Odyssey (an equivalent).
The work prescribed for honours is of
minor importance. No candidate
can hope to rank in honours without
a thorough acquaintance with his
work. And for purposes of culture
it is of more consequence how work
is done than what work is done.
The honour work of many of our
schools is a credit to the Province.
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NOTES FOR TEACHERS.

RELIGION IN ScHooLs.-Quite a
number of our readers are anxious to
know our position on the question of
religion in schools. We wish to say
once for all that we believe in it. We do
not believe in sectarianisn in schools,
but we do believe most earnestly in
religion in them. No great teacher
has ever lived who has not connected
religion with his teaching. Think
over the list-Pythagoras, Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Quintilian,
Comenius, Arnold, Iorace Matin-
all have been religious men. Have
we to take up the space of this paper
to tell our readers what religion is ?
We have too much respect for their
intelligence to attempt it. If there is
a God then there is religion, and if
there is religion there is morality.
Conscience is the law of God written
on the hearts of men, and there can
be no morality without conscience.
The most deeply religious men that
ever lived were Seneca and Epictetus,
but they were not religious as Paul
was. The Christian religion, we be-
lieve, is especially divine, so we would
teach it in all our schools; but Epic-
tetus' religion was infinitely better
than no religion at all. Buddha taught
a pure morality because he was deeply
religious. He was right, as far as he
saw the right. Had he been more
enlightened he would have accepted
a better religion. Sweep all religions
from the world, and you sweep all
morality away too. Will sorne op-
poser of these sentiments send us a
definition of " the right " and " the
wrong." We should be pleased to
read it.

AN AcT OF POLICY.-It seems to
us that the time has come when the
cities and larger towns of the coun-
try should initiate some method by

which teachers can be retired upon a
living income. It is surprising the
number of "leaves of absence" that
that are granted on account of ill-
health by the school boards of our
cities. Every one of these permits
means a class more or less demoral-
ized during the greater portion of the
absence of the teacher. These ab-
sences, as a rule, come after a long
service, when the nervous system of
the teacher has become permanently
injureu, and when it would be better,
both for the instructor and the school,
that the teacher should be permanently
retired. But school boards, whatever
may be their other faults, err here on
virtue's side. Teachers are retained
year after year to the disadvantage of
the children, simply because it does
not seem right that a teacher who has
worn down her nervous system in the
service should be heartlessly discharg-
ed. And it is right that committees
should be thus kindly disposed. The
fault is, that they do not invent some
way by which these teachers can be
retired when the time of failure to
serve acceptably comes. After tenure,
this is the next question which all
who are friends of the profession
should push to the front.

SINCE the last issue, Sir John Lub-
bock has been talking about educa-
tional matters, and, as usual, been
talking with the sound common sense
that marks his words on most subjects
and most occasions. One remark of
his, however, may be misconstrued by
some people, namely, that "it is al-
ways assumed that girls can learn
more than boys." Yet, in a certain
sense, this is undoubtedly true. It
seems to be an acknowledged fact
that girls do not require so much time
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for bodily exercise as boys, that they
are capable of more sustained mental
efforts, and that the.y are therefore
able to learn, and learn thoroughly, a
greater range of subjects. To a large
extent this is quite true, and -although
we believe that in many girls' schools
the physical development of the pu-
pils is undervalued, yet, on the other
hand, we conceive that it is unneces-
sary for girls, who will not be called
upon to endure great physical exer.
tion, to exercise their bodies for so
long a time, and play at such vigor-
ous games as boys, who possess
hardier frames, and who may have to
undergo in the future great physical
labour under conditions which are
trying to both constitution and mus.
cular strength. Girls are also, we
believe, more prone to like thhir les-
sons than boys. A greater degree of
enthusiasm can be educed from them
-a more widely spread desire to suc-
ceed. The zeal which many girls ex-
hibit in studying music, botany, his.
tory, and literature is not to be com-
pared with that which the majority of
boys display for any one subject. It
is infinitely greater. University lec-
turers tell us that their most sympa-
thetic audiences are not composed of

the élite of our public schools, but of
"sweet girl (under)graduates" fron
Girton and Newnham. University
Extension lecturers find that, gener.
ally speaking, women are far more
assiduous and painstaking students
than men. What is true of women is
equally true of girls. At the sane
time, we deprecate the taking advan.
tage of this greater painstaking, this
enthusiastic zeal, by teaching girls the
less useful, though perhaps more eru-
dite, subjects taught to boys. We
would rather take advantage of the
longer hours during which girls are
called upon to study, by introducing
into the curriculum such subjects as
the students of the Lycées, lately
founded at Paris, are taught. Three
hours a week are devoted to special
instruction in sewing, stitching, and
tailoring. It is far better for a girl to
be able to make a dress or a jacket
for herself than to translate the most
wonderful passage in Homer. The
practice of domestic economy is far
more likely to conduce to the well-
being of a woman and of her "house
beautiful" than the sharing of such
erudite learning as it may have
proved desirable for her husband to
possess.

PUBLIC OPINION.

THE Rev. Dr. Hall seldom speaks
in public without saying something
thý. should be written in "the book
of treasures." A whole sermon to
teachers and parents is contained in
the following short paragraph : Char-
acter is never formed by removing
opportunities of either good or evil.
You must lead children to do right
in the face of wrong as well as beyond
it ; and have them to do it every time,
not because it is easy, but because
they choose to do it. The develop-

ment of the will power in the right
direction is the highest and best work
we can require of the teachers.

A CENSUS of the illiterates in the
various countries of the world, recently
published in the Statistische Monats-
schrift, places the three Sclavic States
of Roumania, Servia, and Russia at
the head of the list, with about eighty
per cent. of the population unable to
read and write. Of the Latin-speak-
ing races, Spain heads the list with 63
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per cent., followed by -ta!y with 48
per cent., France and Belgium having
about 15 per cent. The illiterates in
Hungary number 43 per cent., in
Austria 39, and in Ireland 21. In
E-'ngland we find 13 per cent., Holland
to per cent., United States (white
population) 8 per cent., and Scotland
7 per cent. unable to read and write.
When we come to the purely Teutonic
States we find a marked reduction in
the percentage of illiterates. The
highest is in Switzerland, 2'5 ; in the
whole German Enpire it is i percent.;
in Sweden, Denmark, Bavaria, Baden,
and Wurtemberg there is practically
no one who cannot read and write.

How TEACHERS ARE HANDI-
cAPPED.-"America holds the fu
turc," declared Matthew Arnold.
May we not with equal truthfulness
declare that the teachers hold Am-
erica? But alas, it is also tragically
true that the boards of education hold
the teachers and, in most cases, with
such a paraly7ing grip that in some
schools the Partingtonian expression,
"a corpse of teachers," is too true to
be quarrelled with. . . . The
senseless cramping and hampering of
teachers results naturally in the ma-
chine teaching where the revolution of
each mental wheel must be duly
counted and correctly recorded in

elaborate and expensive day-books
and ledgers suitably prepared for these
important mathematical entries; in
the deplorable cramming which lias
been not inaptly described as purrp-
ing on a kettle with the lid on; in the
discipline which requires of little,
living, growing children the sqme
order and quiet as is displayed by the
rows of tombstones in a graveyard ;
in the promotions and graduations
which are determined by measure-
ments of bodies and brains like those
of a clerk at a dry-goods counter ; in
exhibitions in which the teacher's
judgment and conscience is at per.
petual strife with official requirements.
In the city of London every teacher
has about one hundred and seventy
books and returns to keep, so that the
average arnount of clerical work re-
quired from a teacher is a great deal
more than is done by any clerk in the
War Department. And all this labour
is in addition to the regular hours of
teaching. . . . There are 300,000
teachers in America-four times as
many as the legal profession, five
times as many as the clergy; and as the
late Rev. HenryWard Beecher used to
say, "They are of more value to the
community than all the lawyers, doc-
tors and ministers rolled up together."
--Miss Caroline P. Le Row, quoted i
the New York Critic.

THE PROFESSION OF TEACHING.

BY EDGAR D. SHIMER, PH.D., NEW YORK CITY.

T HE problem of education is asold as man. Its history culmin-
ates in the so-called nineteenth cen
tury principle that the masses must be
educated. Along the whole Une we
find that empiricism has oftener led
to the discovery and enunciation of
scientific principles than mere theory
has to correct practice. Plato's views

were combated by Aristotle. Athenian
culture. was offset by Spartan brawn.
Greek idealism was superseded by
Roman practicalism. Analytical hu-
manism was opposed by synthetic
realism. In the eyes of naturalists
like Rabelais and Montaigùe the edu-
cations of system failed to turn out
men. In short, the continuous strug-
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gle between succeeding theories and
variations in practice has brought
about a survival of the fittest. Basic
principles have been reached. The
art of education may therefore be said
to have a history which shows the
development of a science requiring
close study to produce successful
teaching, formal or informal. The
progress of educational thought is a
proper sequence, the careful study of
which will impel a teacher to unify his
own experiences and seek to co-ordi-
nate them with the experience of
mankind.

There are plagiarists in literature,
impostors in science, and daubers in
art ; there are quacks in medicine,
pettifoggers in the law and ranters in
the ministry; there are " recitation-
posts " in the school-room. Indeed,
there are charlatans everywhere.
Against the teacher the charge has,
therefore, no special force. If all
teaching had hitherto been senseless,
and all teachers only lesson-hearers,
whence could discrimination have
arisen? From Socrates to Agassiz
there have been educational torch-
bearers passing light from torch to
torch in ever-widening circles, yet
without loss of power. True, *there
has been some bad teaching; but
there has also been much that was
good. Good teachers have been pre-
eminently the light of the world. It
is they who have brought into promi-
nence the thought that teaching should
be a learned profession. Quick at
Cambridge, Meiklejohn at St. And-
rew's, Laurie at Edinburgh, Stanley
Hall at Baltimore, and other men of
note assert that teaching is and of
right ought to be a learned profession,
though they do not admit that all
teachers are learned in the profession.

Stoy of Jena said that simply good
general scholarship would make a
lawyer, a minister or a physician, a
navigator or a civil engineer, if it were
enough to make him a teacher. The

thirty or forty thousand teachers of
New York State are practically a unit
in the opinion that technical study is
not only helpful but necessary for the
acquisition of such theoretical insight
and practical wisdom as shall give
freedom in the class room. They be.
lieve that subsequent continuous tech.
nical study is equally necessary to
hold preparatory acquirements as a
basis for further reaches of thought
and consequent improvement in prac.
tice; since the laws of nature demand
either progression or regression. "To
him that hath (useth) shall be given,
but from hin that hath (useth) not
shall be taken even that which he
hath." Adequate exercise systemati.
cally pursued and properly directed is
sure to re-enforce the power already
engaged. Other things being cqual,
the more exercise the teacher takes in
this direction the more he can take
and the more easily he will perform
the larger work.

Vice-Chancellor MacCracken, of
the University of the City of New
York, in his annual report for 1888 to
the Council says: 'The history of
education is as closely related to right
teaching as church history is to right
preaching. Should those take into
their hands the training of children
who know little or nothing of what
men in the past have done in training
youth ? The philosophy of education
should be given to teachers, as cer-
tainly as theology is given preachers
byourseminaries oftheo!ogy. Should
teachers be entrusted with the guid-
ance of minds and hearts and wills,
who have never yet reached reflection
upon what a soul is ? Methodology
takes a place with teachers similar to
homiletics and partoral theology with
ministers, not tb.at particular acts be
prescribed in l>ng catalogues, but the
principles.

This is but a small portion of the
Vice-Chancellor's very able argument
before the Council in favour of found
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ing a special school in which there
may be opportunity for practical and
successful teachers to enter upon or-
iginal research under the direction of
competent lecturers. Under such con-
ditions Kant's advice may be readily fol-
lowed. That philosopher said: '' Lec-
tures should not teach thoughts but
how to think. The object of the stu.
dent should not be to learn philosophy
but how to philosophize. A finished
philosophy does not exist; the method
of philosophical irstruction must be
zetetic-an investigating mcthod."

Nowhere more fully than in a uni-
versity can such a method be carried
out in its application to the develop-
ment of a science which shall worthily
supplement the art of education.

Mr. R. H. Quick has spoken plainly
on this subject. "The universities,"
says he, "ought to be the brains of
our social system. Let them appoint
able men to bring together the princi-
ples of education already established
and apply them to the educational
problems of our time. In this way
the universities will fulfil the function
of the brain and get the thinking donc.
There will be plenty of practice in any
case, and it is only by thinking that
the universities can affect it. Undi-
rected or misdirected activity is the
chief danger of our time. The dis-
tinctive function of the university is
not action but thought, and the best
thing it can do for schoolmasters is to
employ some of their keenest intel-
lects in considering education on the
side of theory and in teaching such
principles respecting it as have been
or can be established."

The logical presuppositions are
these: i. There is an order of devel-
opment. 2. There are principles of
human growth. 3. It is the teacher's
duty to inquire concerning the per-
spicuity of these principles.

The study of the history of educa-
tion shows each earlier system to have
been a stepping stone for a later. It

2

presents a long line of development.
We analyze and explain by the rules
obtained through analysis. This im-
plies exactness of information and
keen intelligence in sifting essentials
from non-essentials. An induction is
made ; a hypothesis is reached ; it is
verified ; we have generalized a prin-
ciple. Our present educational culture
it is true, bas aided us to understand
the history, but the study of the his-
tory has on the other hand added to
our culture and increased our educa-
tional consciousness. We have been
uplifted. It has been a case of action
and re-action.

Is it not unreasonable to suppose
that we should have a distinct concept
of education if the object of our en-
quiry is not vieved in the light of
other men's thoughts from every pos-
sible point of view? But the history
of education in an objective sense is
not sufficient. It is a subjective view
that enables us to construct for our-
selves this concept on the distinctions
of which will depend the power of the
truth that is to invigorate and renew
our spiritual activity as teachers. The
simple reproduction of the past will
lead to production, to an application
of the principles discovered, to a re-
cord of personal experience, to a com-
parison of this experience with that of
others, to a study of Nature's teach-
ings, to a new classification of facts,
a closer co-ordination, a more com-
plete unification and a fuller compre-
hension of the operating principles.
This study of the history and philoso-
phy of education will do for teachers
if they seek to establish the casual
connection and relative worth of the
phenomena presented. Furthermore
it will lead then to view teaching as
a profession in truth and in deed,
preventing them at the same time
from consciously using merely person-
al experience to support dognatic
conclusions that shall apply to all
men under all circuinstances.
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There is in the minds of some an
underined impression thit philosophy
in gencral amounts to very little, and
the philosophy of cducation to still
less. Why has so great a demand
arisen, not only for the establishment
of chairs of pedagogy but for the erec-
tion of colleges for the training of
teachers, and for special schools of
pedagogy parallel to the departments
of theology, law and medicine found
in our great universities?
. The answer can be made by quot-

ing the tirst sentence fron Aristotle's
Metaphysics : " All men seek after
knowledge." Whatever meanng may
be given to the terni philosophy one
of the modern uses of the word has
arisen from this aspiration, so that it
may with propriety be employed, with
reference to the study of subjects that
have not reached a strictly scientific
form. A science is a department of
human knowledge which has been
more or less generalized, systema-
tized and verified. An exact science
would therefore be the "goal and the
grave" of philosophy as thus con-
ceived. The fundamental sciences
lead directly the one to the other in
proper* sequence, and there are no
known laws of nature which are not
embraced in them. They are the
primes; the numerous practical sci-
ences are composites. Among these
we find education built up into a form
that embodies the laws of habit or of
training. This intermediate science
Mill calls Ethology, or the science of
which education is the art.

Does it not seem reasonable to
hope that all teachers will in due
time become interested in factoring
this problem of education if the pro-
per opportunity be at hand? A nom-

PERSONAL experience is the condition of
development, whether of the body, mind, orenorai sense. What the child does himself,
and loves to do, forms his habit of doing,

inal profession is not enough for edu-
cational salvation. There must also
be virtual profession. This brings
with it confession, a comparison of
results, an honest attitude, openness
to reason and courage of conviction.
The last is especially desirable since
the earnest expression of a deep con.
viction will often carry more force
than a finely spun argument.

There are many successful teachers
who have never had a liberal educa.
tion, but let it not be supposed that
they have never studied the principles
of education, or that they have be-
littled their high calling by shame.
faced allegiance. These men and
vonen have wrested success froni

adverse circumstances; they began
their work with modest practice, care-
fully analyzed their experience and
thus reached wiser and wiser practice,
almost unconsciously growing into a
conscious possession of the truest
kind of theory, that which is wedded
to art. If we ask them what they
think of the formal study of the his-
tory, the science and the method of
education they invariably give a
favou-able response, with here and
there a reservation. These people,
thougli acking in early opportunity,
have nevertheless been true disciples
of Socrates, pioneers in the search for
truth, and mighty in their effôrts to
make the art of teaching worthy of
being dignified as a profession. They
may not live to see what younger eyes
shall behold, a public recognition by
chartered bodies of the teacher's right
to work for and obtain a distinctively
professional title that shall stand him
in the same stead that any other title
might serve in any other profession,
if properly secured.-The Teacher.

but the natural educator, by developing his
powers and promoting thýir exerc -e, also
guides him to the formation of rigat hr-i.S.
-JOSEPH PAYNE.
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LANGUAGE ANI) LINGUISTIC METHOD IN THE SCHOOL.*

DY S. S. LAURIE, M.A., LL.D., PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION IN TIIE

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.

Lecture I.-Langiiage as t/le Supreme Instruimeni of Educatin.

E VERY human being is educatedby the experience of life. At
the saine tine there cati be little
doubt that no tvo human beings are
preciscly alike in respect of their
native capacity to receive these ex-
p-riences and to utilize then for the
building up of their characters. The
experiences begin very early. The
babe at its mother's breast, is receiv-
ing impressions for good or for evil as
certainly as a seed which has just.
begun to sprout is already receiving
fron the soil those influences which
are to make it or mar it as a vigorous
plant of its kind. As next he valks
non aequis passibus at his mother's
side, the whole world of nature is
seeking to form the child. Earth and
sky, the events of his little life, the
words and acts of those about him
are all busy in the work of his educa-
tion. Unconsciously at first and
thereafter consciously, he is organiz-
ing into himself the vast and infinite
realm of feeling and education. Every
human being is undergoing this pro-
cess of education; and it is not at all
a question whether he is to be edu.
cated or not, but simply how and to
what end he is to be educated.

When one takes a wide survey of
the history of edutcation, one is driven
- conclude that there is much, very
muuh, a much that is almost incalcul-
able, in the instincts and apétudes of
race. It is impossible to coDjmp.re the
Chinese chiA, the Persian, the Hin-

* A Course of Six Lectureg delivered at
the University of Cambridge and at the
College of Preceptors during the month of
May, 18s9.

doo, the Hellenic, the Roman, the
Brtish, as we find them in history,
and not be convinced of this. Next
to race in educative power is the
spirit of the race, as expressed in its
national religion, in its more or less
conscious aiîms as a political society,
in its public life and national acts.
These alone vithout the help of
schools will, under favourable condi-
tions, make a people and a great peo-
ple; and, whatever may be done of
set purpose by schools and teachers,
national life in its various forms will
always be the most perfect educator
of the young.

The parent is the first teacher of
the young within the State; and no
State is in a healthy condition where
the family life is not always the most
potent, as it is the nearest of educa-
tive influences. But as the pressure
of life becomes heavier and social
conditions more complex it becomes
necessary to appoint a substitute for
the parent, but not on this account to
set aside the God-appointed tutor.

I have said that it is the individual
experiences, and the national life in
all its forms as the most potent of
those experiences, yvhich chiefly edu-
cate, and from this I miy draw the
conclusion that where schools are in-
stituted, their main purpose is to
focus, so to speak, the life of the
nation, and bring its best elements-
its language, rtligion, ethics, art, liter-
ature, history-to bear on the young
whomr we gather into our public sem-
inaries. This we do, in the hope that
by so doing we may make sure that
the experiences which educate shall
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not be arbitrary and uncertain, but
assured, and wiscly ordercd to the
making of a good citizen. To this
end, it is the best in the life of the
nation to which they belong that we
have to give to the young. All other
languages, literatures, histories are to
be regarded as merely contributory
to the native elements and the na-
tional character.

It is always character indeed that
we keep before us, not knowledge.
It is- an educational truism that it
matters not what and how various a
man's knowledge may be, if it does
not enter into the texture of his mind
it may as well be on his book-shelves.
Knowledge which is no, 'cv. into
life and conduct is so far from being
wisdom that it is often an enemy of
wisdom and an obstructor of wise
counsel.

To form the good citizen, remem-
ber, wei must first form the good man.
So thought the ancient Athenian ; so
thought the Roman, whether he spoke
through the mouth of Cato, or Cicero,
or Quintilian ; so assuredly must think
the Christian, for he has to seek first
the Kingdom of God. Hence it is
that, when the education of the young
is not wholly left to casual influences
and custom, we are compelled to ask
the question, What is a good man?
and, How shall we form him? The
answer to this question is contained
in the science and art of education.
Surely, then, a subject worth consider-
ing by all, necessary to be considered
by those who mean to devote their
lives to the task of educating.

I am not, of course, going to deal
here and now with the science of edu-
cation, or even to show what it pre-
cisely means. I have to confine my-
self to one element in all education
which, next to ethical training, I con-
sider the chief, because it contributes
more than any other to the desired
ethical result-viz., Language. And
I shall speak of the art of education

alone in this connection -of those
methods of procedure which best ci
able us, as educators, to achieve our
self-imposed task. I mc-n to be
strictly practical, leaving it to your
selves, when thinking over what I may
say, to connect it with the science
which underlies and vindicates the
argument.

Of the education of man generally,
we may say with the Greeks that our
aim is dpmy, the excellence of the in.
dividual after his kind, and that the
action of mind in attaining to this
excellence is ow¢po'vin, if wc give it
the sense of self-regulation. This
self-regulation, which is the wise con.
duct of life, is dependent on the WVll,
w'ich, as the dominant characteristic
of man, sets in motion (speaking
broadly) his intelligence and selects
his motives. But this intelligence and
this will cannot work in the air, and
materials on which they may exercise
their formal activity must be provided,
and it is these which the instincts of
our nature and the experienres of life
furnish. The school interposes to
formu'ate, enrich, and elevate these
experiences, and supply the principles
and aims of life, out of which the
fabric of motives may be built. The
richest mind, however, may be weak
in intelligence and will. It is the
power of discriminating and of rightly
reasoning, of separating the right from
the wrong, the good from the bad,
which must always govern.

Now, if this be so, it may plausibly
be maintained that, by exercising the
intelligence purely as such-as a sys-
tem of abstract powers, we shall best
fit it for coping with the complex
materials of experience; that, by dis-
ciplining these powers and mental
processes which enter into all know-
ledge and make it possible, we should
best fit a human being to regulate his
life. And why so ? Because these
powers and processes of mind are
universal and not partial in their ap-
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plication. They cover the whole
field of possible human knowledge
and activity. Bat we cannot do this;
because the exercise of the pure ab-
stract faculties of man is not possible
at ail in tiieir purity. They can be
cxcrcised only in and through inaterial
of some sort ; and even this latter
kind of exercise is not possible till the
period of adolescence, when the great
mass of the population has already
escaped from scholastic control.

Not the formai and abstract, then,
by itself (logic and mctaphysics), but
these as entering into and constituting
some real subject, something which
has substance in it,.nust be the in-
strument of intellectual discipline ;
and, of ail sublects, that will neces-
sarily be the best vhich is most uni-
versai, viz., language. Here you
have mind, in ail its formai relations,
expressed in a substantial form-as
something not purely abstract, but
concrete, and capable of being grasped
and handled. By the analysis of
language, then, you introduce the
young intellect to the analysis of its
own thinking in its whole range, white
so resting in a concrete familiar to ail,
that the formai discipline it yields is
not forced into view. Of this there
can be no doubt, that a boy who is
intelligently analysing language is an-
alysing the processes of thought, and
is a logician without knowing it. And
this is the reason why the stndy of
language has always been regarc'ed as
the best preparation for the logiciar
and philosopher. Hence, too, it is
the best preparation, I hold, for the
study of ail or any of the sciences

Concrete as language itself is, the
formai study of it is the study of the
abstract, and as abstraction is difficult
to the young (and to the old, too, for
that matter), it demands an effort such
as the " real " never does. A very
*eltrIIP child may receive and enjoy

ttie mtiment of Tennyson's " May
Queen," or " Wordsworth's " We are

Seven," and yet find the forma analy.
sis of the language to present insuper-
able difficulties; and yet it is this
formai and abstract treatment of the
mere vehicle of expression that we
must give if we are to gives power to
the mind. That the discipline yielded
by the study of the format or gram-
matical in language gives it power and
discrimination to f(nd its intellectual
way amid the conflicting experiences
and contradictory motives of laily
life, ail will admit; but few recognize
the close connection between this
kind of discipline and moral discip-
line. Now, what is moral discipline ?
It is the habituating of the will-the
dominant fact and function in a hu-
man being-to overcome the difficul-
ties of temptation to stray from what
is seen and affirmed to be the right
path. But it is the same will which
I call upon for energizing activity
wvhen I present the mind of a boy
with the intellectual difficulties of for-
mal studies, and call upon him to
overcome these. The effort then,
which ail formai studies demand of
the young, that they may overcome
intellectual difficulties, is not merely
intellectual, but moral, in its effects
on character. It is an old saying
that labour produces ingenuous minds
and if we translate ingenuous as well-
bred, well-conditioned, we see the
truth of the apophthegm.

It may be said with truth that, to
attain this great result-intellectual
and moral discipline-the language of
elementary mathematics, physics, or
biology would serve. It would serve,
unquestionably, but not so well, be-
cause the language of these is partial
and restricted, whereas the language
of which we are speaking-the lan-
guage of every-day intercourse and of
literature-is universal in its sweep,
and presents a variety, a delicacy, and
subtlety of thinking processes which
all the sciences of nature taken to-
gether cannot for a moment approach.
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The language, thcn, of ordinrv hu-
man intercourse and of litcrature is,
when pursued as an abstract study-
.e., in its historical forns and logical
relations-the bcst of ail possible dis-
ciplincs of the intellect ; first, because
it is the study of the intellcct itself,
but this in a concrctc material which
brings it within the capacity of the
immature mind of youthl and sec-
ondly, becausc of its universal char.
acter-because, that is to say, ail the
processes of mind arc prescnted for
study, and this in cvery possible rela-
tion of simplicity, complcxity, and
subtlety.

2. This brings us to the second
ground of the claim which language
makes for a .upreme place in thd cdu-
cation of youth. Language prescnts
to us aot merely concrete thinking, it
is also concrete thought on ait that
concerns the life of man as an indi-
vidual, and as a member of society.

There is no aspect of human life,
no complication of human motive, no
ethical relation, no human emotion,
no religious aspiration, which lan-
guage, as medium of intercourse and
as literature, does not convey and,
while conveying, illumine.

Accordingly, important as is the
discipline which the analysis of logi-
cal processes gives, as these enter
into language, still more important is
the training and instruction which
language, as embodying the substance
of thought, yields. It is in and
through language that man enters on
the inheritance which the past bas
bequeathed to him. Every word, rl-
most, has a lesson for him. A large
proportion of words introduce him for
the first time to moral and religious
truths, others define his social rela-
tions, others, again, contain in their
bosom the counsels of perfection.
Nay, there are words which bring into
his consciousness not inerely one
thought, but a whole system of
thought. If we wish to train a boy

in the truc, or the good, or the beau.
tiful, how are wC to do it? There is
no way but by introducing him to the
utterances of the wise and good on
those questions, so vital to all, a right
answer to which alone makes human.
ity worth preserving. Through the
pcrusal of literature alone can man
enter into the possession of the liard-
won victories of the past, and make
hiniself the fellow and companion of
the greatest and noblest of our race--
the prophets of all time. The con-
tent of literature in its various foims
is a moral content, a religious con-
tent, and an mstlîetic content. It is
the verv core and substance of man
univers-1. The substaince of nind is
of more importance than discipline
in the logical forms by which that
substance lias been claborated and
expressed. After what I have said
above, I shall not be accused of uî.
derrating the discipline which the
formal or grammatical study of lan-
guage gives; and yet I say it bas
been allowed to obscure the education
that lies in the real study of it. I
believe that it has been the necessity
of acquiring the ancient tongues which
lias led to the exaggerated importance
assigned in education-especially in
secondary education-to the pursuit
of the formai, i.e., grammar, to the
exclusion of the substance of the
language, the real as opposed to the
formal. Far more effectual in moving
the mind than any logical analysis of
language can be, is the food, the nu-
trition of ideas, which language as
literature conveys. What was the
revival of letters in its influence on
the school but the substitution of
substance for form-the reading of
authors instead of grammars, and
rhetorics and logics ? Through sub-
stance (it was felt) you may best reach
form and the formal itself; through
the formal jou can rarely reach sub-
stance.

By way of parenthesis let us apply
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this sanie conception to the moral and
religious sphere. I must presumc
that in cducating a boy you wish to
nake hlim familiar with great thouights
and to inspire him with a high ethical
spirit. If you do not aim at this, then
in what sense and for what end do
you educate ? Now it is easy, if only
you set about it in the right way, to
engage the heart of a child up to the
age of cleven or twelve on dhe side of
kindliness, gencrosity, self. sacs ifice,
and to fill him with ideals of greatness
and goodness. You thus lay a basis
in feeling and emotion on which may
be built a truly manly character at a
later period. Without such a basis
you can accomplish nothing ethiical,
now or at any future time. But whcn
the recipient stage is past and boys
begin to assert themselves, they have
a tendency to resist, if not to resent,
professedly moral and religious teach .
ing. And this chiefly, because it then
cornes to them or is presented to them
in the shape of abstract precept and
dogma. Now, I hold that the grow-
ing mind of youth is keen after reali-
tics, and lias no native antagonism to
realities because they happen to be
moral or religious realities. It is the
abstract form in which these are pre-
sented that they detest. How then
at this age of puberty to present the
most vital of aIl the elements of edu-
cation is a supremely important prob-
lem. I hold that you can only do so
through literature, and the New Tes-
tament itself I should introduce sim-
ply as literature. The words, the
phrases, the ideals, which literature
offers so lavishly, unconsciously move
the mind to lofty motives and the
truc perception of duty. You do not
commit the fatal blunder of making a
didactic lesson out of what is read.
You take care that it is understood
and illustrated, and then leave it to
have its own effect. Just as concrete
language treateu on its formal or ab-
stract side introduces a boy ro logic

withouît his know:ngý that it does so,
s0 concrete languagc on its real side
introduces him to the ethical hic in
all its relations without his being awarc
that it is doing so.

I may now conclude that language
as formai is the most effective and
universal of all pure disciplines pos-
sible in the school ; languagc as real
is the most effective and universal of
aIl educators of the mind of man and
outweighs the formai.

3. But this is not all , for language
is the most universai teacher of art.
Far be it from me to attempt to an-
swcr the vexed question, What is art?
But this much, in the interests of my
argument, I may venture. Art is the
beautiful in a concrete form. What
again is the beautiful? When I say
a thing is beautiful I use a word of
complex meaning; no other one word
can define it. But this at least is a
prominent factor in the notion which
the word conveys-the beautiful is a
feeling of the perfection of a thing
after its kind, the ideal of its kind.

In the earlier portion of this dis-
course I said that we might very well
take the Greek J<ocn, excellence (or
perfection) ur a thing after its kind, as
summing up in a single word our aim
in the educating of a human being,
and our own aim consequently in
educating ourselves. No man in
whom the process of thinking has
been started but has an ideal of life
for himself more or less consciously
expressed. Whether this ideal is truly
the J.oc", or exîellence of man, it is
for the thinkers of the world to say.
By the help of these thinkers every
nation and every age forms its ideal
-the lpErq; and it is to this ideal
that we seek to train our children.

We cannot say that a man is edu-
cated until he is possessed by an ideal
of life. So we cannot say that a man
is educated until the L-Jinary pre-
cepts and maxims of the anderstand-
ing which regulate the conduct of life
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have been conceived by him, not as
mere judgments, but as ideas. Now
to conceive an ordinary maxini of
virtue or any form of goodness, as not
merely a judicial maxim, but as an
idea, is to conceive it in its purity as
the Divine law of his being. A cer-
tain infinity is thereby given to the
prosaic and finite oixim; and the
idea-be it of benevolence, or of in-
tegrity, or of purity, or justice, or
holiness, now stands out in his con.
sciousness as at once imperative mo-
tive and ideal end of ail his daily life.
It is only then that he is a spiritual
being as opposed to a merely moral
being. If then, we can train so as to
give an ideal of life and so as to raise
maxim and precept to the potency of
divine ideas we have attained our
ethical purpose as educators; the dis-
cipline of life must do the rest.

Now, the study of art is the study
of the idea in the concrete, and the
emotion which the perception of the
concrete idea evokes is an emotion
similar in kind to that which those
spiritual ideas which bear on the con-
duct of life evoke in us. [ am not
going to argue that you can moralize
a min by art, or that there is salvation
in esthetics. But I will say this, that
however immoral a man may be, yet
if he is alive to the beautiful in nature
and art, lie must be, though perhaps
a beast, yet a more refined, more
delicate, and altogether a more human
bea;t than he would be without oes-
ýhetic perceptions.

The unquestionably close alliance
between the beautiful and the spirit-
ual, as I have endeavoured briefly to
indicate it, was recognized by the
Greeks. Ail æsthetic training, if not
put forward as moral and spiritual
training, but kept in its due place, is
onlV ancillary tq the spiritual life, but
it m.y awaken the spiritual in boys
and men who are inaccessible to the
less sensuous forms of ideas.

Now, the most universal forrm of

art is to be found in language as liter-
ature. Painting has its limits, sculp-
ture has its limits, architecture has its
limits ; dados and wall-papers will not
do much for the soul of man. Liter-
ature is the universal medium for the
expression of the whole range of man's
nature under the impulse of the emo.
tion of the beautiful. Its highest
form is poetry. But it may be said
that, wherever we find apt and felici-
tous expression, whether in prose or
poetry, we have so far a work of art
to be admired for its beauty. And
this, I take it, means that the expres-
sion of thought so conveyed not only
engages the activity and the assent of
our reason, but touches also our emo-
tions-the emotion of the beautiful,
the joy in the ideal.

Thus and so far the teaching of
literature is a training in ideals, and
so, whether it moralizes or not di-
rectly, is a potent indirect force in the
formation of spiritual ideas and the
Dursuit of the spiritual life generally.

I shall give an illustration. The
brutality and egoism of the English
schoolboy is part of history-see the
records of fagging, etc. Now what I
venture to say is this, that even were
there no moral or Christian education
at ail from day to day (and so far as I
can see, there is none consciously
aimed at in our public schools, except
by an individual here and there), yet
a boy who, having read beautiful prose
and poetry suited to his age, with me
his master, was enjoying in my com-
pany, and that of his schoolfellows, a
fine creation of Wordsworth or Tenny-
son, could not possibly leave the room
and go and do a mean or nasty thing;
or if he did, lie could not do it with-
out bringing down on his head the
reprobation of his fellows and his own
self-condemnation. And this, not be-
cause of the substance of the thought
in Wordsworth, but because of its
form, because of the ideal impulse
which.it gave.
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Now, the beautiful in art or lan-
guage is not only universal in its char-
acter, but it is universal in its rela-
tions to the human mind as compared
at least with other forms of art. The
material used-language-is famitiar
to all; all can be made, at least, to
understand it ; and, I hold further,
that the great majority at least may
be led by a skilful master to feel it,
and so be æesthetically trained, brought
under the influence of art-forms, of
the beautiful in the concrete - of
ideals.

I have now said enough to explain
what I mean when I affirm that,
whether we regard the discipline of
intellect, the substance of morality
and wisdom, or the growth of the diE-
tinctively spiritual life, language as a
formal or logical study, as a real study,
and as a literary or art study, is and
must always be the supreme subject
in the education of a human being,
the centre round which all other edu-
cational agencies must range them-
selves in due subordination.

In conclusion, when I say that
language is the supreme subject in all
education, I mean the vernacular
language. Mind grows only in so far
as it finds expression for itself ; it can-
not find it through a foreign tongue.
It is round the language learned
at the mother's knee that the whole

life of feeling, emotion, thought, gath-
ers. If it were possible for a child or
boy to live in two languages at once
equally*well, so much the worse I
should say. His intellectual and
spiritual growth would not thereby be
doubled but halved. Unity of mind
and of character would have great
difficulty in asserting itself in such
circumstances. Language, remem-
ber, is at best only symbolic of a
world of consciousness, and every
word almost is rich in associations of
life-experience, which give it its full
value for the life of mind. Subtleties,
and delicacies, and refinements of
feeling and perception are only indi-
cated by words. The rest lies deep
in our conscious or half-conscious life,
and is the source of the tone and
colour of language, and of its wide-
reaching relations with all that is not
itself and yet is itself. Words must
be steeped in life to be living, and as
we have not two lives but only one,
so we can have only one language.
To this mother-tongue, then, all other
languages we acquire are merely sub-
sidiary, and are of value in education
only in so far as they help to bring
into relief for us the character of our
own language as a logical medium of
thinking, or help us to undirstand it
as thought, or to feel it as literary
art.

MORAL TRAINING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

(Continied from page 226.)

THE HIGH SCHOOLS.IT is an important period oftransition
that the high school has its pupils,

-of transition from childhood with its
manifold confused beginnings to nan-
hood and womanhood with their self
contained strength and orderly action.
The lad is not now so plastic in nature
as once he was, nor is his heart a white

page devoid of lettering; but he is cap-
able of untold growth and is subject to
the moulding of a righthearted, strong-
willed teacher in ways that take hold
on eternal life. The mÔral interests of
his future are undoubtedly the largest
that now affect him H;s mathematics
and his Latin will fade, the intellectual
strength to which they have helped
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him may grow dim by perverted use,
but the moral habits and the aptitudes
of soul that lie forms in these years will
go far to determine his human destiny.
Hence in addition to the strictly intel-
lectual work of the high school,-the
acquisition and organization of know-
ledge, and the development of the fac-
ulties of the mind,-the citizens who
maintain this institution have a right
to expect from it a service upon the
moral side. And this service should
be both positive and productive of
appreciable results. Are the high
schools of Massachusetts fairly meet-
ing this demand ?

As evidence upon this point we ad-
duce a summary of our correspondence
with a hundred and twenty intelligent
observers representing all parts of the
state.

Our questions, as will doubtless be
recalled, bore upon the direct aim of
high school teachers, the means em-
ployed for moral training, and the re-
sults discerned. The answers related
to eighty-three cities and towns, in
some of which two or more high
schools exist.

The mass of testimony is given by
the teachers of the schools themselves.

To the question, " Do the teachers
in the high school in your city (or
town) irr the discipline of their pupils
aim directly at moral training ? " fifty-
five answer yes, thirteen answer no,
and the answers of eight are indecisive.
A close examination of the letters of
those who begin with a negative answer,
however, shows that in the case of
five there is manifested a positive aim
at moral training but without formal
lessons on morals. These last five
had simply misunderstood the ques-
tion. The case is, then, that 79 per
cent. of these teachers declare or show
that they are aiming at the moral train-
ing of their pupils. The remainder
are satisfied with the general effect
upon character of orderly school work
in merely intellectual lines.

The second question was, " What
means of moral growth, or of discip-
line, are enployed in this school ? "

The replies received were exceed-
ingly interesting. The means employ-
ed are very numerous but are capable
of rough classification under seve.,
heads, viz.:

i. The regular routine of the intel-
lectual work in school. The frequent
allusions to this as a powerful means
uf securing right conduct, together
with the fact that nearly a dozen
schools have few means besides, con-
firms our previously expressed opinion
of its value. Even where no direct
moral aim is acknowledged by the
teacher, moral growth is said to be
perceptible as the pupils pass through
the school. "The direct tendency of
mental culture," says Professor Payne,
"is to weaken the empire of the pas-
sions and emotions; consequently
mental culture is at the same time
moral culture."

2. There are some of the subjects
studied which present fine opportuni-
ties for comparisons and discussions
on moral questions. 'Vhese opportun-
hies are gladly seized and turned to
account by numerous teachers The
following subjects are named as useful
in this respect, and are given in the
order of frequency of mention : his-
tory, literature, civil government, poi-
tical economy, geometry, science and
singing. The very unexpectedness of
any moral lesson which is wrought
out, or flashes out, in this incidental
way, deepens the effect of it upon the
young mind. It is evident that much
good can be done by a judicious
teacher by these means, and also that
here, as elsewhere, it is easy for one
who lacks good sense and tact to do
more harm than good.

3. Public exercises with a moral
purpose are frequently mentioned.
The daily reading of the bible, with-
out note or comment, is thought by
many to impress a high standard of
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morality upon the unconscious mem-
ory of the hearers, which is called in-
to service by subsequent occasions.
Extemporaneous prayer and the repe-
tition of the Lord's prayer are men-
tioned by some as deepening that im-
pression. In connection with these
devotional exercises, short talks to the
assembled school: or room-fuli, upon
incidents of recent occurrence are
found very helpful. A very small
number seem to give formal lessons
on morals and manners, and about as
many retain moral philosophy, under
some name or other, in their courses
of study. The learning and recitation
of " memory gems, " carefully select-
ed, are thought by some to be useful.
In one large school generaI exercises
are held twice a week which include
the reading of some distinctively moral
passages from standard authors as well
as from the bible and the singing of
appropriate selections.

4. The great majority, including
many who use some form of public
exercise, place more reliance still upon
private talks with individuals on special
occasions. In these the teachers aim
to get at the real moral state of the boy
or girl and to lead the pupil to a higher
plane, encouraging any tendency to
better courses that exist, and by gentle
persuasiin, or stern justice, orviborous
reproof, putting away the evil. The
first thing is to learn the pupil, the
next to adapt the treatment to his
needs. Here come into play all the
firmness, patience, tact and affection
of which the teacher is capable. The
young people often have moral views
by no means clear or just. It is then

Othe teactier's privilege to clarify the
vision and arouse enthusiasm for what
is true and noble. Rightly says one
correspondent, " The more individual
cases we can find and meet in our
teaching, just so much success, true
success, shall we attain."

5. It follows naturally that if we are
to learn the pupil we must study him

not only at school but also at home.
There we shall find another set of
surroundings which colour his emotions
and influence his motives. There too
teachers are coming to seek and obtain
hearty co-operation from parents in
their efforts at moral improvement
with the children. This interchange
of counsel, so mutually helpful finds
mention occasionally in the letters we
have received, and is a mark of genu-
me progress.

6. The letters very generally show
that pains is taken to cultivate directly
and indirectly a high moral tone in the
schools. Good intention is taken for
granted until respect is forfeited.
Appeals are made to honour and duty.
Offences are shown to have effects
npon the school, and not upon the
teachers alone. Fairness is dealt out
to the pupils; mistakes made by the
teachers are " owned up," not conceal-
ed or ignored. Some teachers prefer
to have rules formulated and the
reasons for them explained to the
pupils ; others have no rules, but cor-
rect all deviations from conduct appro-
priate for self-respecting young men
and women. Self-government is the
goal toward which the pupils are led
by a variety of roads.

7. Again and again the principals
of the high schools state that the per-
sonal character and example of the
teachers themselves are the means
most powerful in producing moral
advancement in school children. It
is these which direct and energize all
other means, or fail to do this. It is
a matter about which modesty evident-
ly checked the flow of many a pen,
but on this point we feel no doubt.
Says one, " First and foremost is
example, the life of the teacher before
her pupils, 'known and read of all
men. Y' Writes another, " The most
potent means of moral training is the
influence and life of the teacher him-
se!f. A teacher who is a teacher, who
is himself going upwards,-looking
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'forward and not back,'--will of ne-
cessity lead his pupils upward. He
becomes an inspiration. "

Our third question was, " What
moral results are discernible as the
pupils pass through the school ?" It
was here that the greatest difficulty
was encountered by those who desired
to be of service to us. Nothing is
more intangible than moral results.
It is exceedingly difficult, moreover,
to discern what part in moral advance-
ment one agency plays when three or
four others are at work in the same
field. Who can tell how much the
school, the home, the church, and
society have severally done to produce
from the hoydenish, careless girl of
fourteen the lovely, self-sacrificing,
Christian young woman who bears her
diploma from the school door?

There is universal testimony that
senior classes in the high schools
show a positive moral advance as com-
pared with the entering class. The
young people grow more thoughtful,
conscientious, and trustworthy. " They
are keyed up to a higher moral tone. "
They accept responsibility, recognize
and respond to duty, are less selfish,
and more devoted to the right because
it is right. To quote from one, " In
our upper classes there is less lying,
less flirtation and a general gain in
manliness and self-respect." Another
letter is full of particular iustances: " I
have seen a dirty, dishonest boy from
the very slums (I have visited his
home when he was fever tossed and
the filth was indescribable) grow cleaner
and better till at the end we passed
him clothed and in his right mind to
the Technical School. I have seen
vain, frivolous, showy girls, under a
careful teacher's watchfulness, trans-
formed into thoughtful, conscientious
young women, now excellent wives
and mothers. A boy whose word I
could not believe at the end of hi.:
second year, I recently became secur-
ity for, on his taking a place of trust.
C- I- comes from an apology

for a home. Her mother sells rum
illicitly and the day before she is to be
graduated with honors, she has to go
to the police court to testify against
her mother. Yet under the constant
care of a vigilant, prayerful instructor,
this girl will make a successful teacher."

There are some things to be said on
the other hand also. One teacher is
sorry to say that the moral results of
his school are unsatisfactory, because
not permanent. Pupils graduate in
very good condition, but in a few years
are reckless, thoughtful or indifferent.
This school, by the way, reports no
definite means of training, save the
influence of teachers and a senior
course in moral philosophy. Another
speaks of flnding in the school as a
whole, evident though slight results.
Several allude to the fact that there
are individual cases of serious failure
in iroral growth.

But these are in a decided minority.
The vast majority of the correspond-
ents discern positive and unmistakable
moral improvement in the olderpupils,
and believe that a portion of this is
due to influences of the high school.
Nearly all could unite with the prin-
cipal who writes: " I think the boys
and girls who have been with us,
irrespective of the homes whence they
came, are the better for it."

An interesting question at once
arises. Can the testimony of the
high school principals be relied upon
with reference to the results of their
own work ? Not that any one would
suspect them of deception. But are
not their views coloured more than
they know, by what Herbert Spencer
has termed "class bias."

That we might have an answer
ready for this doubt, replies to the
three questions already mentioned
were obtained from twenty-two super-
intendents of schools, and twenty
persons not connected with the
schools. Collateral testimony is thus
afforded concerning seventeen high
schools, whose teachers have sent
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reports, and fresh evidence given
concerning eight schools not alluded
to above. Of these latter eight, seven
are aiming directly at moral training,
and one not directly, yet by#indirect
measures this school is producing
good results. This brings the per-
centage of schools having a direct
aim at moral culture to 8i per cent.

Of the seventeen schools about
which we have two or more reports.
in the case of nine the reports from
all sources are in entire agreement;
in regard to the other eight there is
a variance of judgment. From one
city we have ten reports, nine favour-
able to the moral aims, methods and
results, and one unfavourable. In no
case is the majority of reports contrary
to the judgment of the high school
teacher, though in two cases the re-
ports are equally balanced. There is
but one case in which a superintendent
of schools disagrees with a principal
in respect to the latter's aim n school
discipline, and in that case good re-
suits are claimed alike by both. There
are seven cases, however, in which the
outside observer thinks the teachers
have no direct moral aim, while the
teachers say that they have such aim.
Five of these outside observers are
clergymen.

Here is a sample of these latter
cases: In the town of , the
Principal writes:

"i . We try to keep the aim of
moral training constantly before us,
yet sometimes, of course, moral train-
ing is forgot in pressure of mental work
or formalities of discipline. 2. The
regular. routine of the school seeks
and tends to develop industry, regu-
larity, punctuality, freedom from in-
terference with others, etc. General
talks are given at times, and discus-
sions of elements of character arise
very often in connection with history,
literature, etc. Temperance teaching
comes in connection with physiology
and chemistry. Personal talks are of
frequent occurrence. 3. I think there

is in general a higher moral tone in
the last year of school than in the
first. I cannot untangle the threads
of influence, however, so as to say how
much is due to school."

The superintendent of schools
writes: " i. They do, as a general
rule. 2. System and orderly arrange-
ment in the recitations, exercises, en-
tering and leaving rooms, etc.: facts
from history and biography, sentiments
in selections of literature, and occas-
ional direct instruction in morals. 3.
There is generally an apparent im-
provement."

The outside observer, a clergyman,
has this to say : " To your first ques-
tion, No, I'm afraid not. To the
second, Hardly any whatever. To the
third, No special results. The town
is under -- c,é.Àtrol (naming a
sect not his own) in its school inter-
ests, and the laws of the common-
wealth on moral and temperance train-
ing are set aside."

Of the twenty whorn I cal! outside
observers, eight think the teachers
.ave a direct moral aim, seven think

zhey do not and three confess they
don't know. One thinks a few do,
but most do not, and one fails to an-
swer decisively. Twelve think the
moral results good, four think there
are no special results, one thinks
parents dread the effects of sending
their children to the school in his
town. Three give no definite answer.
The majority view is fairly represent-
ed by this quotation from an editor's
letter : " The p'upils turned out from
the High School here will in character
compare favourably with any otherclass
of citizens in our population."

CONCLUSION.

We have now seen that in view of
the opportunities of public school life,
and in view of the nature of moral
training itself, the Commonwealth has
a right to expect training in morality
as a result of its public schools. We
have had testimony presented which
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seems to show that the aims and
methods of the schools are directed,
in the large majority of cases, to this
end. We have further seen that posi-
tive and beneficial moral results are
noted by observers from withit; and
from without the schools in by far the
greater number of towns and cities
from which we have reports. We are
ready to declare, therefore, that in the
respect of moral culture the public
schools of the commonwealth are do-
ing their duty fairly well,-as well, for
instance, as the home, the civic corpor-
ations, and even the church, are doing
the distinctive work which is their part
in modern civilization. In the same
breath, however, we frankly add, that
just as the home, the city government
and even the church, find the plane
of practical accomplishment much be-
low that of ideal and possible accom-
plisliment, so it is true that in the
public school much can and ought to
be done in character building. In
the first place there are many teachers
who should become more earnest men
and women for the sake of their in
fluence upon their boys and girls.-
There are many also in the aggregate,
though a minority of the whole, who
still need to make their direct aim the
moral advancement of the pupils. In
fact, ought we not to make the char-
acter of the child our chief object,
holding everything that can improve
this as good, everything that can in-
jure this as bad ? O that some power
would move us to rise above the petti-
ness of our registers and daily marks,
our tests by tongue and pen, that we
may shape these springing lives for the
future that awaits them. For this,
thank God, is our real work, the rest
but the enclosing pale; and a glorious
work it is. Let us heed the words
of a certain canny Scot :*

" O brother schoolmaster, remem-
ber evermore the exceeding dignity of
our calling. It is not the holiest of
ail callings; but it runs near and par-

" Day Dreams of a Schoolmaster.

allel to the holiest. A noble calling,
but a perilous. We are undershep-
herds of the Lord's littie ones; and our
business it is to lead them into green
pastures, by the sides of refreshing
streams.4 Let us into our linguistic
lessons introduce cunningly and im-
perceptibly ail kinds of amusing
stories ; stories of the real kings of
earth, that have reigned in secret,
crownless and unsceptred, leaving the
vain show of power to gilded toy-kings
and make-believe statesmen; of the
angels that have walked the earth in
the guise of holy men and holier
women; of the Seraph-singers whose
music will be echoing forever ; of the
cherubim of power, that with the
mighty wind of conviction and enthus-
iasm have winnowed the air of pesti-
lence and superstitio,.

"Yes, friend, throw a higher poetry
than ail this into your linguistic work,
-the poetry of pure and noble motive.
Then in the coming days, when you
are fast asleep under the green grass,
they will not speak lightly of you over
their fruit and wine, mimicking your
accent and retailing dull, insipid boy
pleasantries. Enlightened by the ex-
perience of fatherhood, they will see
with a clear remembrance your firmness
in dealing with their moral faults, your
patience in dealing with their intellec-
tual weakness. And calling to mind
their old school-room, they will think:
Ah, it was good for us to be there 1
For unknown to us, were made there-
in three tabernacles, one for us, and
one for our schoolmaster, and one for
Him that is the Friend of ail children,
and the Master of ail schoolmasters.

"Ah! believe me, brother mine,
where two or three children are met
together, unless he who is the Spirit
ofgentleness be in the midst of them,
then our Latin is but sounding brass,
and our Greek a tinkling cymbal."

e RAY GREENE HULING,
Committee O. B. BRUCE,Ï A. P. STONE.
BOSTCJN, DEC. i, I888.-Aadeny.
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A Great Storm.

A GREAT STORM.

L NOMPLETE particulars of the hur-
ricane at Samoa have now come

to hand, enabling us to realize such a
picture of terror and destruction as
the records of the ocean have seldom,
if ever, before presented. Seven war
ships, together ý,ith a few nerchant
vessels, were lying at anchor in the
harbour of Apia, between the town
and the long coral reef which shuts it
out from the Pacific. Three of the
war ships were German, three Ameri-
can, and the seventh was Her Majes-
ty's steamer Ca/liope-a screw cruiser
of the third class, of two thousand
seven hundred and seventy tons and
four thousand and twenty horse-power,
commanded byCaptain Kane-watch-
ing the still but half-extinguished feud
between the representatives of the
Fatherland and of the Great Republic.

The beautiful scene-for Apia, like
ail the islands of that sea, is a perfect
paradise of loveliness--was sombre
with the hush and gloom of a coming
storm. The barometer was falling,
but at that season cyclones of a mild
character are common about the Sa-
moan archipelago, and the harbour,
though much encumbered with rocks,
and having only narrow exits east and
west, was apparently the safest place.
The seven war ships, therefore, kept
to their ground-tackle, but got their
steam up and waited. In the middle
of the night the tempest broke upon
them-no local cyclonc as had been
expected, but one of those terrific
whirlpools of wind which from time to
time scour the Pacifie Sea, and carry
death and horror in their awful path.

As morning approached the hurri-
cane developed itself fully, blowing
right away from the mainland, and
straight on to the long belt of reef
which shuts in the harbour. Fearful

was the strain upon every one of those
war ships off Apia, when the light
came on March 17th, and hardly lad
it dawned before the Eber, a German
gunboat, dragged helplessly, parted
her cables, and, in spite of lier liard-
working engines, crashed on the rug-
ged reef, slid back again, and went
down in the deep water under the
coral shelf, with all hands. A whole
watch were below with hatches bat-
tened dovn, for the chain had very
suddenly snapped. They were, of
course, drowned with all their fellows,
and hardly a cry heard ; while shortly
afterwards a huge wave wrenched the
Adler from her anchors, hurled lier
upon the remorseless reef, and flung
het broadside over its face. A few
officers and men made their escape
by favour of the waves, while near at
hand the United States sloop Nipsic,
overpowered and -ifting, managed
to get steering way for a smooth bank
of sand, and ran high and dry upon a
spot where, by lowering boats under
the lee, the captain could save all
hands, except six men drowned
through capsizing.

Fere were three good vessels a]-
ready gone, strewing the harbour
with corpses and wreck, and stil) the
awful storm raged unabated. The
American corvette Vandalia-a fine
old-fashioned wooden barque-rigged
ship of two thousand one hundred
tons, which carried General Grant in
his tour round the world-was the
next victim. The .fury of the hurri-
cane swept her loose, and dashed her
on the reef, fifty yards from where the
Nzzsic lay, but, unlike that vessel, on
hard rock, where the first wave washed
her captain and many of the company
to their death, and the next bilged
the vessel in, so that she sank with
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part of her hull and her tall masts
remaining above water, covered with
clinging sailors. 'he Trenton, Ameri-
can second-rate, of four thousand tons
and twelve guns, was still riding it
out, but drifted ncarer and nearer to
the Ca/liope, the British cruiser, whose
steam was up at its highest pressure,
waiting for the final moment when
she must " cut and run."

Already the Ca/liope had collided
with the hapless Vandalia, and she
must soon have the Trenton upon
lier ; the day was waning, the tempest
strong as ever. Captain Kane deter.
mined to trust his powerful engines,
and make for the open sea. The
account says: "I t was a momentous
resolve, fo- the anchors and engines
together had failed to save the ôther
vessels in the harbour. When Cap-
tain Kane th'rew the head of the cor-
vette into the teeth of the storm, and
slipped his cables, the Callioe re-
mained perfectly still. Then she
gathered headway by inches, and fin-
ally moved at a snail's pace past the
Trenton. As the Calliope steamed
into safety, the four lundred and fifty
men who formed the officers and crew
of the Trenton, though mornentarily
expecting a fatal disaster to them-
selves, raised a ringing cheer as a
tribute to the brave daring of the
English commander. The crew of
the Calliope returned the greeting as
heartily." Consider the scene and
the matchless heroism and generosity
of this Yankee crew. Almost sure of
instant death themselves,· they could
see the Queen's ship at her utmost
steam pressure fighting, fathom by
fathom, her way to life and safety,

IT is a truth very imperfectly recognized
by teachers, that..the education of a youth
depends not only on what he learns, but on
how he learns it, and that some power of the
mind is being daily improved or injured by the
methods which are adopted in teaching him.

could appreciate the gallantry of the
effort, cheer the brave, handsome
ship, defying the hurricane, and, fin-
ally, sec her glide past, overcoming
the roll of the sea and the savage
wind with the generous pleasure of
true mariners, glad of a smart and
daring deed.

It was, however, all she could do
to clear her American consort. -Ier
mighty engines, pressed to their ut-
most, saved lier at last; little by littie
she struggled out to the sea-gate, and,
once free of the reef, a bit of headsail
flung ber bow to the wind, which
soon aided the panting engines to
drive her far away to seaward, out of
all danger.

Let landsmen realize how that suc.
cess was won. Let thein think of the
stokers, toiling in the tossing engine-
room, urging the fierce furnaces; of
the engineers driving up the steani-
gauge, risking deadly explosion to
save life and the ship ; of the oflicers
and crew on deck, hardly sure that
the vessel stole forward an inch upon
the reef, hardly able to see or speak
or stand, but doing their duty per-
fectly to the Queen, and with breath
and heart enough to answer that noble
God-speed of the Yankee flag-ship.
Since seafaring began there never was
a wilder sight than Apia harbour that
night, nor any nearer touch-and-go
escape than the skilful start of the
Calliope, nor any more gallant, gener-
ous, and unselfish demonstration th.a
the cheer which the Trenton gave the
Queen's cruiser as she forged ahead
out of that death-trap of storm and
ruin between the reef and the town.
-The Daily Telegraph.

EDUCATION can only be gained by doing
a little well.-JoSEPH PAYNE.

" Our greatest glory consists, not in never
falling, but in rising every time we fall."-
GOLDSMITH.
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Editorial.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Tu, Hon. Sir Donald A. Snith,
K.C.M.G., hi been elected Chincel-
lor of McG-(ill University. Sir Donald
is an hnrry LL D. of Cambridge.

TiiE corporation of TrinIty College
are making arrangements to raise
an endowmetit ot $7o,ooo. 'ihe
MoNrrLY hopes thar the effort will
be cminently successful.

MR. R. MNATIiSON, the Superin-
tendent of the Insticution for the
Deaf and Dumwb in Belleville, asks
that teachers should interest them.
selves in making known the existence
and advantages of the institution to
those who ought to attend it. Ve
are sure the readers of the MONTHLY
vill do this.

"RET'URNI"

F OR tte great company which had
been scattered during the last two

months for recuperation over hill and
valley, along the lakes and rivers, by
mountain stream or glorious sea, or,
perchancte, at this season of ingather-
ing, had the pleasure and profit of for.
warding the vork of the farm, and in
the nterests of good fellowship gave
a hand at hay-making or wheat-cutting
whenever disp' 'sed-whether on ferile
horeteads, broad lakes, magnificent
rivers, or boundless oceans; of Canada
-the bugle has sounded the return
and troops in full array are ready to
do battle valiantly in the interests of
country and truth. The holiday sea-
son is our free tiie for personal truth-
seeking. She niay be found in nany
and pleasant ways. She may ap-
pear to the open mind in the pages
of a novel, pointing to lessons on

psychology. She may appeal to the
hearing car in the prattle of the rapid
flow of the mountain strean, in the
m.ijestic sweep and power of the
mighty river, in the quiet ripple of the
laughing wave running on to the placid
sandbeach. She is equally clearly
heard amid the roaring sough oî the
sleepless sea on the shores of fair
Canada.

Truth is found by niany a wooer
on the vast expanse of the prairies of
the Canadian N.-V. T., now for the
first time made accessible and avail-
able to the live educator of Can-
adian youth by the splendid business
achievenents of the Canadian Pacific
Railwvay-long life to it-enabling
the teachers of Canada to put under
contribution the snow-capped moun-
tains of the far distant west; the deep
canyons, the fertile belts, the tumb-
ling torrents and the peaceful ocean
which guards the western confines of
the Dominion. From whatever source
the inspiration cones, from whatever
spring the water of life flows to the
soul athirst for power to enrich spirits,
to enable them to see the exceeding
beauty of truth, charity and holiness,
the result should be and always is the
same. The teacher thus refreshed
cones laden with the spoils of sum-
mer gathered in every corner of the
land to cheer and liberalize the schools
and scholars.

Holidavs ended, the fruit of the
wise and nerciful provision will be
seen in the renewed strength, the
visible vigour, the ease with which the
onerous work of the school and vari-
ous classes is carried on. The energy
of the miniature world is more in-
stantly diverted, deeper vision has
been gotten of the powers by which
teacher is surrotnded and wisdom
taking occasion by the hand, the
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resuits are correspondingly various
and beneficent.

Blessed people 1 happy land! whose
lot it is to reap the fruit of the labors
of so many whose life work il is to
convey the enriching grace of noble
cnlightenment, bequcatbed by the
great and good of all ages, to the
expectant and receptive spirit of the
rising generation of Canadian youth.

A HIGII SCHOOL LEAVING
EXAM INA TION.

A T the recent meeting of the On-
tario Teachers' Association the

Minister of Education announced his
intention of establishing a leaving ex
amination for the High Schoolsiand
Collegiate Institutes of the Province.
The announcement is a most import-
ant one in view of the interests of
secondary education. A reference to
the matter here is doubly opportune,
from the fact that most of what has
appeared in the public press during
the last few months dealing with uni-
versity matriculation and kindred sub-
jects has been wvritten wholly from
the university standpoint.

We must express at the outset our
regret that the Minister did not see
fit to take the teaching profession
more fully into his confidence with
regard to the details of his scheme.
We regret equally that the High
School masters, by their resolution at
the Association, and by a previous
resolution passed at an inforrn il meet-
ing at Toronto, should seeni com-
mitted to a scheme of the details of
which they as vet know so littile.
There has been, it is true, a show of
consultation, but it has been rather in
the way of ratification of the princi-
ple of a uniform department.il exam
ination laid down by the Minister,
than a discussion for the purpose of
informing the Department as to the
state of opinion within the profession.

Notwithstanding the vagueness of
the Ninister's announcement and the
entire absence of detail, two things
secm to be certain: First, the cxam-
ination is intended to be uniform, and
second, it is intended to bc depart-
mental.

Now, uniformity is not in itself
desirable. We have shown time and
again in these columns its pernicious
effects on education. In an educa-
tional system such as ours, we admit
a certain amount of uniformity as a
necessity; we should not directly seek
it as an advantage in itself. In this
connection we must repe it the con-
viction expressed in the May number
ot th;s magazine, that the gain to the
educational interests of the Province
from the adoption of a uniform exam-
ination will be slight, if any. We
hold that those interests would be
best served by uniformity in the pre-
scribed requirements only. Such uni-
formity is rendered necessary by the
circumstances of the High School
system. Proper grading of the schools
demands it. But the various univer-
sities and other learned bodies might
properly be left to interpret those re-
quirements in their own way, and to
conduct their own examinations there-
on. Even in uniformity there are
varions degrees, and ve express the
hope that even within the limits of
the proposed uniformity care will be
taken to render it as little injurious
as may be to the education of the
Province.

The fact that it is intended to make
the leaving examination a strictly de-
partmental one is a grave matter.
Heretofore, it must be remlkembered,
the D-partment bas contented itself
with fixng the requirements far pub-
lic school teachers' ceraficates, and
with examining and licensing the
te.tchers. The Department ha- even
found it expedient of late years to
hand over the examining of the higher
grades of teachers' certificates (we re-
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fer, of course, to the setting of the
papers) alnost entircly to the senate
of the Provincial University. Wtchcr
this work wavs enitrusted to the unver-
sity on account of the inadequacy of
the departmental nachinery or not,
it is worthy of note that with the
change from departmental to univer
sity control has come a decided im-
provement in the character of the ex-
amination. With the above exception,
ail other examinations for matriculh-
tion, or otherwise, have been in the
hands of the various universities and
other learned bodies. T'he present
proposal is that the Departnent shall
absorb ail these povers and conduct,
not only the examima3tions for second
as well as third class certificates, but
also hold mritriculation tests for the
Provincial University, Q'îeen's, Trin-
ity. McMaster, the Li v Society, Royal
Military College and the rest. A
mere statement of the change involved
is sufficient; we do not requîire to
emphasize the fact that it is complete
and radical.

It has been hoped by many High
School misters that in the event of
the organization of a leaving examina-
tion the High Schools would have
part in it. Some even thought that
each High School should have its
own dploma, which would be ac-
cepted as a matriculation certificate.
Obviously enough this would render
uniformity impossible, but on the
other hand it would give the High
Schoolt an individuality and an inde-
pendent existence which will be im-
possible under the system contem-
plated. Some of our prominent
masters still hold that the school
should be altowed the power of con-
ducting, at least, a part of the leaving
examination, viz., of exanining on
the text-books prescrioed, the univer-
sities being left to conduct tests of
the general scholarship of the candi-
dates-such as tests on sight-w)ork
and the like. The Department does

not secm to have considered cither of
the-sc plans worthy even of discussion,
and the High Schools are likely to
have ahsolutely no part in the lcaving
exl minati.,ns beyond that of brnging
an annual grist of candidates to the
departmental eximining mill. In-
stend of the status of the High Schools
bein.( raised by the change, it will, if
anything, be lowered. We ho;e it is
not yet too late to devise a plan by
which the schools m-y have at least
some voice i 1 the matter.

On the assurmîption that the estab-
lishment of a purely departmenta)
ex rination is intended, the question
naturally ariscs as to what machinery
the Departnent has at its disposai to
warrant it in undertaking alone so
gigantic a task. We were not quite
exact in stating above that in the past
the Department had conftied itself
entirely to the ex imining of teachers.
There has been in the history of the
Department one noteworthy exception
to that statement : we refer to the
so-called Initernnediate Examination
which formed such a dismal episode
in the educational annals of Ontario.
We allude to it, not from any wish to
revive the memories of that unhappy
period, but because it affords the
cltoscst analogy to what is now pro-
posed. Aside from the payment by
results, which was part of the Inter-
mediate, it was in essence the same as
what is now proposed - a general
examination under departmental con-
trol. It has been the fashion in some
quarters to assert that the disastrous
consequences of the Intermediate
were owing solely to the payment by
results which formed a par: of it.
High School masters know that, inde-
pendently of this, the Intermediate
was a conspicuous failure. The De-
partnent has now less machinery at
its disposal than it then had to con-
duct such an examination. The so-
called central committee, then an ac-
tive body, is now either moribund or
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wholly extinrt, and wc fail to sec to
whom the Mtinister is to look for as-
sistance in this work. Docs lie intnd
to fix requirements, appoint an exam-
ining board and conduct cxaminations
cntircly by his own advice and on his
own sole responsil)ility ? This woulld
be one.man control with a vcngeance.
But, as a matter of fact, departmental
control always has been onc-man con-
trol, and always will bc so, and as
such we object to it strongly. The
interests involvcd are too important
and too manifold to be under the
con trol of one man, howcvcr capable.

It still renains to be scen how the
leaving examination will bC lookcd
upon by the univcrsities and other
learned bodies, for which it is in-
tended to serve as a matriculation
test. On this point we arc almost
entirely in ignorance. It seems likely
that the denominational universities
at least would be inclined to accept
a leaving examination as a mitricu-
lation, but with the important proviso
that they should have representation
on a gencral board appointed by the
Department to conduct the examina-
tion. Here is a most serious -nrac.
tical difficulty. We should expect to
find the Minister, as the guardian of
the public educational system, very
chary about making any concession
which might lay him open to the
charge of giving the so-called denomi-
national colleges a representative
voice in the non-sectarian provincial
system. On the other hand, we should
expect to find the denominational

THE EPITAPII OF JOHN RICHARD GREEN.

Hlere lies
John Richard Green,

IIistorian
of the

English People,
Borns December 12, 1837,

Died March 7, 1b83.
le died learning.

colleges the exponents of independ-
ence and dliver.ity in cdu, ational mat-
ters, vcry unwilling to hand over to
the Govcrnment any of their power,
or to give up in tltir natriculation
examination a part -f the independ.
ence they so highly prize. And ag.ain,
if thef Minister can succcd in recon-
ciling the conflicting intercsts of the
Department and the denominational
iiiiiversitic, wliat about the Provincial
Univcrsity? Will tlie Senate of that
institution be willing to forego the
exercise of its well defincd riglt to
cstablish its own matriculation stand-
ard and to conduct its own matricu-
lation examination ? It scems to us
that upon the action of that body
depends not the success alone of the
Minister's scheme, but its very possi-
bility.

On the whole, it is cvident that the
undertaking the Minister has on hand
is no easy one. Even froni the brief
reference which we have made to the
subject, it is evident that there arc
serious difficulties in the way and con-
flicting interests which it will be diffi-
cult to reconcile, if indeed possible.
We reserve further comment until we
are more fully informed as to the
details of the Departmental plan, ex-
pressing meanwhile the hope that
wlhatever is done may be the result
of careful deliberation, and may be
permanent in character. The High
Schools have suffered much in the
past from crude Departmental schemes,
and our only hope is tlat this one may
not prove a continuation of the series.

WHAT better, what greater service can we
of to-day render the Republic than to in-
struct and train the young ?-CicERo.

THE price of retaining what we know is
always to seek to know more. We preserve
our learning and mental power only by in-
creasing them.-DR. H. DARLINC.
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SCHOOL WORK.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,
' ONTARIO.

JULY FX&MINATIONS, :89.

Third Clani.

1ilsTORY AND EOGR»APIY.

Examiners: J. E. Ilodgton, M.A.; M. J.
Kelly, M. D., L.B.

NoT.-Only cight questions arc to be
answcred, viz., three (rom group A, two (rom
group B, and threc from group C.

A.
i. What, and whcre to bc found, are the

evidences of the occupation of England by
(a) the Celts, (b) the Romans, (c) the Dancs,
(d) the Norman French >

2. What English kings werc connected
with the Crusadcs? Show how these wars
affected the English people.

3. Outline, with brief notes, as to their
causes and effects, the constitutional changes
that occurred during any two of the following
reigns: (a) that of John, (b) that of lenry
III., (c) that of Charles I., (d) that of Charles
II., (e) that of William III.

4. Sketch the leadinîg fcatures of the rcign
of George III.

5. Give an account of the Chartist Agita.
tion. Enunierate the demands made by the
leaders of the movement, and show how far
these demands have been satisfied.

B.
6. Detail the causes of the Canaclian

Rebellion of 1837, and the results that flowed
from it.

7. S'ate fully the circumstances that 1-d
up to Canadian Confederation.

8. Oudine briefly the Constitution of
Canada as defined by the British North
America Act of 1867, noting the functions
generally of the Dominion and Local Legis-
latures. State which lias jurisdiction in
matters affecting : Indian Affairs, Educa'ion,
Fisheries, Rtvers and Streams, Postal Ser-
vice, Militia, Municipal Institutions, Bank-
ruptcy, Penitentiaries, Gaols, Reformatories.

C.
9. Locate the principal commercial centres

of the 1lnitish Iland, indicating their most
important trade relations and mentioning for
what cach centre is cepecially noted.

10. Draw an outline m'ip of the United
States, showinZ the water systcm an i de-
scrilbing its effects on commerce, climate and
productions.

i t. State the cause' and directions of the
trade windrs, the morinsoons, and the land and
sca breezes; and slow how trade, climate
and productions arc affected by them.

12. Locate, as detinitcly as positble, the
following places, mentioning for what cach
is remarkablc: leidelbcrg, Aden, Duluth,
Calcutta, Carthigena, Victoria, Sault Ste.
Marie, Halifax.

13. Give an account of the natural re-
sourccs of British Columbia and the Basin of
the Mackenzie River, with the probable
effects of their devclopment on the future of
the Canadiar North-West.

itsToky.

NoTE.--Only four of the questions in Eng-
lish Hfistory. and only two of those in Can-
adian listory, arc to be attemptel. A m.xi.
mum of five marks may he allowed for
neatness.

I.-E nglish BHistoy.

r. State the causes which led up to the
granting of Migna Charta. Give its chie

provi-ionc. [13]
2. Under what circumstances were the

parliaments of Ire'and and Scotland united
to that of England? Give dates, and the
termsof 4nion. [13]

3. Give an account of four of the principal
incidents in the struggle hetween the Crown
and the ?arliament. [13]

4. In what reigns were the following Acts
passed. and what was the object of each :
Act of Uniformity, Habeas Corpus, Act of
Settlement, Catholic Emancipation, Reform
Bill ? [13]
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5. Write short notes on the Jacobite
Rebellions and the Seven Years' War. [13]

6. Give a brief account of England's strug-
gle against Napoleon. [13]

7. To whose influence and advocacy w.o-
the Repeal of the Corn Laws due, what wer
the causes therefor, and what beneficial re-
sults flowed therefrom ? [13]

8. Giveanaccount of any two great writers
or statesmen in each of the following: (1)
The reign of Queen Elizibeth, (2) the " Fifty
Years of Whig Rule." [131

IL -Canadian History.

I. Write a brief account of the administra-
tion and explorations of Champlain. [3]

2. Narrate the circumstances which led to
Confederation. [131

Write explanatory notes on any three of
the fcllowing: Family Compact, Clergy Re-
serves, United Empire Loyalists, Rebellion
Losses Bill, Supreme Court of Canada. [13]

ALGEBRA.

Examiners : W. H. Ballard, M.A.; J. E.
Hodgson, M.A.

NoTE.-Only eight questions are to be
attempted.

i. (a) Define the terms quantity, unit,
number, negative quantity. How is quantity
measured ?

(b) Distinguish between the arithmetical
sum (or diflerence) and the algebraic sum
(or difference) of two quantities.

2. Factor (c -x) (x2 +ab)+(a+.Z)(x - bc)
+(b - x) (x2+ca).

What values of x will make this expres-
sion = o?

If a, b, c, x are all positive quantities,
under what conditions will the expression be
negative?

3. If two expressions have a common
factor, prove that the sum or difference of
any multiples of these expressions will have
that common factor.

Find the highest factor common to the
expre;sions

x*(3 - 2y) + x (3x2 - 5Y2) - (2x+5Y),
x*(3+2y) + x (3x2 - 5Y2)+(2x -5y)y.

4. Add together the following:

I I I

a-x (a-b) (a-c)' b-x

t I I
(b- c) -a)' c-x* (c -a) (c- b) .

5. Find all the factors of:
x' 4 4y',
2a' -b' +ab' -a2b- 2a-ab+2 b,
a3b* +b8ca +c'a - 3 a*bSc*.

S. Reduce to its simplest form:
s- (s - a) (s - b) - (s - b) (s -c) - (s - c) (s -a)

where 2s=a+b+c.

7. Solve the equations

X-4 x-5 x-7 X-8.
) .- 5 ~x-6 x-8 ~ x-9

r 1 7x
(2) (9x-7)- (x-27 -

15 -7)-1

22
+ - = o.

8. For what value of x will the sum of the
following fractions be 3:

(x-a)" (x-b)2 (x-c)*

(x-b)(x-c)' (x-c)(x-a)' {x--a){x--b)

9. A person who has $30,000 invested

receives from part of it an incOme of 4Î per

cent. per annum, and from the remainder an
income of 5j per cent. per annum. His

total income is $1490 ; how much has he

invested at each rate per cent.?

1o. A piece of work is done in 4 days by
three men, A, B, C, working together. A
would reqt ire 5 days longer than C to do
the whole work ; and the work done by A
and B together ini a day exceeds that done

by C in a day, by one-twentieth of the whole
work. What time would each require to do

the work by himself ?
ii. A whole number, greater than Sooani

less than goo, is altered by removing the left

hand digit and putting it in the units place.
The new number is three-fourths of the origi-

nal one. Find the number.

12. The difference between the cubes of
two consecutive odd numbers is 218, state

the equation from which these numbers may

be found and carry on the solution as far as

you can.
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ORTHOEPY AND PRrNCIPLES OF READING.

Examiners: J. F. White ; M. J. Kelly,
M.D., LL.B.

NOTE.-Candidates will take the first
three questions and any two of the others.

I. (a) Show the importance of pause in
interpreting feeling.

(b) Mark by Unes (/ for short, // for long)
the pauses in the iollowing:
"'As one who walking in a foret secs
A lovely landscape through the parted trees,
Then sees it not for boughs thit intervene,
Or as we see the moon sometimes reveal'd
Through drifting clouds and then again

cince-tl'd,
So I behold the scene."

2. Up rose old Birbira Frietchie then,
Bjw'd with her fourscore years and ten;
Bravest of ail in Frederick town,
She took up the flag the men haul'd

down;
In her attic-window the staff she set, 5
To show that one heart was loyal yet.
Up the street came the rebel tread,
Stonewall Jackson riding ahead.
Under his slouch'd hat left and right
He glanced: the old flag met his sight. io
"Hait ! "-the dust-brown ranks stood

last,
"Fire 1 "-out blazed the rifle-blast.
It shiver'd the window, pane and sash;
It rent the banner with seam and Rash.
Quick, as it fell, from its broken staff 15
Dame Birbara snatch'd the silken scarf;
She lean'd far out on the window-sill,
And shook it forth with a royal will.
" Shoot, if you must, this old grey head,
But spare your country's flag!" she

said. 20
A shade of sadness, a blush of shame,
Over the face of the leader came ;
The nobler nature within him stirr'd
To life at that woman's deed and word.
"Who touches a hair of yon grey

head, 25
Dies like a dog ! March on!" he said.

(a) Mark the general pitch, force, and
movement (rate) of the extract. What parts
require different rendering, and why?

(b) Give, with reasons, six emphatic words
in Il. 1-6; without reasons, six in 11. 19-26.

(c) Select four words requiring the rising
interval (inflection), and four, the falling;
giving explanation in each case.

3. Divide into syllables, accentuate, mark
the correct sound of the italicized consonants
and of the vowels in the accented syllables :

quinine, mirage, sergeant, demesne, deficit,
jonguil, peremptory, amateur, complaisance,
vagary, saciilegions, Sikhs.

4. (a) State what is meant by orotund
voice. Iow is it produced, and for what
compositions is it suited ?

(b) For what feelings is impure voice the
proper mode of expression ?

5. In what does stress differ from force or
loudness? Indicate, with reasons, the force
and the . -ess that should be employed in
reading each c the following :

(a) " C rme one, come all-this rock shall
fly

From its firm base as soon as I."
(h) "The only principles of public conduct

which are worthy of a gentleman or a man,
are to sacrifice estate, health, appearance,
and even life itself, at the call of his country."

(c) " An old man, broken with the storm
of state,

Is come to lay his weary bones among
ye.",

(d) "All hail,thou lovely queen of night 1"
6. (a) Explain clearly what is meant by

emphasis, distinguishing emphasis of sense
and emphasis of feeling.

(b) What different meanings may the fol-
lowing sentence have, depending upon the

position of the emphasis :
Were you inot well paid to fight valiantly

against Alexander?

7. By what principles are pitch and move-
ment (rate) connected with the suitable inter-
pretation of thought and feeling ? Illustrate
by reference to the following :

(a) " She is won ! we are gone over bank,
bush and scaur;

They'll have fleet steeds that follow "
quoth yougg Lochinvar.

(b) " But at midnight-strange, mystic
hour !-when the veil between the frail pres.
ent and the eternal future grows thin-then
came the messenger !"

(c) " H iil to thee ! blithe spirit, bird thou
never wert,

That from Ileaven, or near it, pourest
thy full heart."

(d) "Young men, ahoy !" "What is it?'
" Beware beware! the rapids are below
you ! See how fast you pass that point 1
Quick ! quickl Pull hard!"
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BOTANY.
Examiners: J. J. Mackenzie, B.A.; John

Seath, B.A.

NoTE.-Candidates will ta e the first four
questions and any one of the last thiee. '

i. Describe fully and accurately the plant
submitted, and illustrate your description by
a floral diagramn.

2. Illustrate by drawings the forms and the
venation of the foliage leaves of the plant
submitted.

3. Classify and naine the olant. Mention
some common Canadian. plants which are
related to it.

4. Draw a cross section and a longitudinal
section of the ovary, and name the pa:-ts
shown in your drawing. Make vour draw-
ing on a scale of one inch in diameter.

5. Show in what points an onion buib
differs from a potato tuber, and in what
points they are similar.

6. Compare the floral envelopes of Hepa-
tica, Aster, and Bellwort (Uvularia).

7. What is meant by placentation ? Give
four examples of Canadian plants in which
different forms occur, and illustrate by draw-
ings.

ARITHMETIC.

Examiners : J. F. White; W. H.
Ballard, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates will take the flrst four
questions and any five of the others.

'5 x .0061. (a) Simplify i5 oo

1 of x (2)2
+ - 625 (Answer in fractional

form.)
(b) Find the average, correct to four places

of decimals, of 12,1, 21, 7Î, -034, 3-125, 0,
24-58 and 122a.

NOTE.-Nb marks will be allowed for
either (a) or (b) except the answer be per-
fectly correct.

2. In what time will $30441 gain $2250. 10

if, at the same rate, the gain on $24944 Lo
for i year and 15 days is $2596.92 ? What
is the rate per cent. per annum (365 days to
a year) ?

3. A house that cost $15.500 rents for
$155 a month. It is insured for $1o,85o at
1 per cent. yearly ; the taxes are 15 mills on
an assessment of $12,450, and $346.45 is
spent each year on repairs. What rate of
interest does the investment pay?

4. A rectangular field, whose width is î of
its length, contair.s 15 ac[es, 123 per. In
going from one corner to the opposite how
much shorter is it to take the diagonal than
to go around the two sides ?

5. A note of $2,450, dated Halifax. June
ist, 1886, for 4 months, bearing interest at
6 per cent., is discounted at a bank on Aug.
î5th at 8 per cent. Find the proceeds.

6. A farm cost 3 times as much as a
house; by selling the house at io per cent.
loss and the farni at 74. per cent. gain,

$3,993.30 is received. Find cost of each.

7. Bought 64 yards of cloth at $5.70 per

yard. Il it shrank 5 per cent in length, find
the selling price per yard to gain 20 per cent.

8. A and Bare partners, A's capital be'ng
% of B's. At the evd of 5 months A with-
draws 1 of his capital, and at the end ot 9
months B withdraws à of his. How should

they divide a gain of $4,222.33 at the end of

the year ?

9. A man sold his 5 per cents. at 78 and
invested the proceeds in 6 per cents. at 104.
His change in income being $385, find how
much 5 per cent. stock lie had.

îo. A dealer shipped 400 bushels wheat at
$1.40, Soo bushels at $i 62f, and 300 bush-
els at $1.20 to his agent, who sold the first
at 20 per cent. gain, the second at 15 per
cent. gain, and the third ai 4à per cent. loss.
The agent's commission was 3 per cent., and
other charges were $83.44 ; find the dealer's
gain per cent.

i1. What is the cost of ho-rds, at $i for

50 sq. ft., to make a closed box 7 ft. io in.

long, 3 ft. 8 in. vide, 2 ft. 6 in. high (ourside
dimensions), the boards being i inch thick?

12. Reckoning a pint to be 30 cub. in.;
if 462 gals. are taken out of a cylindrical
cistern 7 ft. in diameter, how many inches
will the surface of the water be lowered?

(Ir =3.)
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Examiners: J. F. White, J. E. Hodg-
son, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates will take the first four
qutstions, and any twc - the others.

i. " I have been in the meadows all the
day

And gathered there the nosegay that
you see,

Singing within myself as bird or bee
When sucb do field-work on a morn of

May.
tut, now I look upon my flowers,

decay 5
Has met them in my hands more lata/ly
Because more warmly clasped-and sobs

are free
Ta come instead of songs. What do

you say,
Sweet rounsellors, dear friends? that I

should go
Back straightway to the fields and gather

more 1 [o
Another, sooth, may do it but not Il
My heart is very tired, my strength is low,
My hands are full of blossoms plucked

before,
Held deai within them till myself shall

die."

(a) Analyse fully the dependent clauses,
stating the kind and relation of each.

(b) Parse the words in italics.
(c) Shew the difference in use betveen

"myself," 1. 3, and " myself," 1. 14; " that,"
1. 2, and "that," 1. 9; "do," 1. 4, and "do,"
1.8.

2. (a) Shew how the pronoun differs in
inflection from the noun.

(b) Explain clearly the difference between
personal and relative pronouns.

(c) What is meant in saying that the rela-
tive is sometimes restrictive and sometimes
descriptive or connective ? Itlustrate by the
following examples:

le sent it by your brother John who was
going there. Here is the book that you
wished. It was I wno was present. He
oheyed his master which was his duty.

3. Explain the use, and, as clearly as pos.
sible. the meanirg of the italicized words:

Go there quickly. How many are there
hete? Act welt your part, there all the
honour lies. It is the hush of night. We
read or talked as il chanced. They roughed

it in the bush. The bull: of the people, it is
true, were but slaves. Keep such as dre
useful.

4. Correct, giving reasons:
(a) If a piece of iron and of glass be

heated to the same degree they communicate
to the hand a very different sensation.

(b) After various escapes and forty-one
days concealment the king landed safely in
Normandy, no less than forty persons being
privy to his escape.

(c) The officer has no power of detention
over those even whom he knows will get
intoxicated.

(d) Although nearly midsummer, the heat
was not oppressive, but residents feel it far
more than new corners.

(e) One if not more of these proprietors
hold land in large quantities, buying it before

the last land act was passed.

5. (a) What are all the different forms
that (i) the subjec', (2) the predicate of a
sentence, may take ? Illustrate.

(b) Explain " person " as attributed to (i)
the noun, (2) the pronoun, (3) the verb.

6. (a) What Rrammatical relations may a
verb express by its form? Give examples in

illustration.
(b) Define subjunctive mood, stating in

what cases it should be used. Apply your
principles in the following :

I shall wait till he cornes. If it is1corne. f be

raining we cannot go. If I " wa he I
were

should do so.

7. (a) Shew the different ways in which
adverbs are formed fron nouns, pronouns
and adjectives.

(b) What other du ies do adverbs some-
tinies perform besides "modifying verbs,
adjectives, and other adve bs?" Illustrate.

8. (a) Classify and explain the use of the
italicized expressions : He dreads going. I
saw him crossing the street. On hearing the
news they left. le went th buy a house.
A riding-whip. I vish to cross the street.
I saw him cross the street.

(b) State, with examples, the different
classes of words that may be used to connect.
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9. (a) Divide into root-word, prefix and
suffix, s'ating the meaning of each part :
invincible, allegiance, cnjcture, ncendiary,
synonymous, promissory, exquisite, bigamist,
attainable, executive.

(b) Give Engli,h vords ç4 clasiic origin
corresponding to: happen, watclfui, soften.
ed, evildoer, fatherly, fellowship, endleqs,
written after, talkative, watery.

ROOK-KREPING.

Examiners : J. J. Tilley, C. Donovan, M.A.

No-s .- Only six que-tions are to be
taken, viz., the two questions in ý roup A,
any two from group B, and any two from
group C.

A.

i. Give Day Boo'< Entries requiring the
following Journal Entries:

(a) J. Rundle, Dr.
Interest and Discount

To Bills Receivable
(b) Shipment Co., Dr.

To Mdse. - -
" Cash - - - -

(c) Bills Payable, Dr.
Interest and Discount

To Bills Payable

$180
10

- - $190

$400
- 260
- - 140

$240
12

2. (a) A shipped to B, for sa'e on joint
account, i,ooo bbls. of fl ur at $2.50 per
bbl., paying shipping expenses $175 in cash.

(b) Bon receipt of the flour paid $15 dray-
age by check on the Dominion Bar.k.

(c) B sold the flour to King at $3.65 per
bbl., receiving in payment King's Sight
Draft on Jones for $1,500; MclHugh's ac-
ceptance due in to days for $1,ooo; an
order on C for $5oo ; balance to remain on
account.

(d) B charged 2ý cents per bbl. storage,
j per cent. on invoice for insurance, and 2

per cent. commission for selling. He then
rendered A an Account Sales, remitting
draft on Dominion Bank due at sight.

(e) A received the Account Sales and
Draft.

(i) Give the Pàrtners' Journ41 Entry.
(2) Make out the Account Sales.

B.
3. (a) Distinguish between a Trial Bal-

ance and a Balance Sheet.

(h) If the Trial Balance is satisfactory, is
it safe to assume that the books are correct?
Give reasons fr your answer.

(c) Give rules for detecting errors in the
Trial Bilance.

4. Name and briefly describe the books
111at are admitted as evidence in Courts of
Justice, and state the facts that must be
proved to entitle theni to be received as
evidence.

5. James Wilson'i account on our Ledger
stands as follows :

DEIJIT SIDE.

Match Ist, 1889. Mdse, at 3 mos.
May toth '< at 4 mos.

$375
6oo

CREDIT SIDRC.

May 2oth, 1889. Cash - - $200
June 1Ot, " " - - 120

Show by equation when the balance of
thisaccount will be due. Give work in full.

C.
6. A bought some goods from B am.»unt-

ing to $540, and gave in payment a check
on the Dominion Bank for $1oo; an order
on G. Brown for $80 ; H. Smith's note in
A's favour, dated May 24 th, 1889, having 3
months to run, without interest, for $90; and
his own note at 30 days, with interest at 8
per cent. per arinum, payable at the Domin-
ion Bank, for the balance.

(a) Give both A's and B's Journal Entry.
(-) Write the two notes, making the first

note negotiable by endorsement, and the
second (drawn June xst, 1889) negotiable
without endorsement.

7. A shipped to B, on B's order and for
B's account, goods invoiced at $8oo. A
took one-half of the goods from his store,
and the other half from goods which he had
received from C to be sold on C's account
and risk. On sending the goods away, A
paid freight, etc., $25 by check ; and B, on
receipt of the goods, paid cartage $16 cash.

(a) Give both A's and B's Journal Entry.
(b) Write the necessary correspondence

between A and B in connection with the
above transaction.

8. A merchant wishing to close his books
finds that his Trial Baiance shows the follow-
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ing Debits and Credits in the accounts which
do not balance:

Stock ........... ...
Bank ..............
N dse...............
Bills Receivable ...-
Bills Payable........
James joncs.........
John Payne.........
Cash ..............
Expense..........
Shipment to A No. i.
Commission .........
Interest and Discount.
Storage.............

Dr.
$480 00
2515 00

9480 00

1540 00
820 00

130 00
20 OO

501 00

340 0o

384 00
15 20
25 00

Cr.
$2645 00

1595 00
9470 oo

480 oo
1240 00

25 00

85 oo
27 OO
87 00

530 oo
36 20

30 0o

$16250 20 $16250 20

His inventory shows mdse. unsold $89o ;
coal o 1, etc., bought for use of store but
unsold $28. Interest accrued on notes
against him unpaid $35.

(a) Make out a statem::nt of Resources and
Liabi ities.

(b) Make out a statement of Losses and
Gains.

INDEXIOG AND PRECIS WRITING.

Examiners: Cornelius Donovan, M.A.; J.
J. Tilley.

NOTE. -Candidates will take the first
two questions and either of the other two.

i. Write in full the correspondence of
which the following is the Index:

1889
i Feb. 12 Brown to Jones Requestingpar-

ticulars as to
house and lot

I for sale.

2 Feb. 15 Jones to Brown Stating: price
$7500; one-
third down,
balance in an-
nual instalm'ts
of $10oo each
with int'st at
6 per cent.

3 Feb. 21 Brown to Jones 1 Accepting his
terms.

2 Write a Précis of the following :

RUSHINGTON, May 23, 1889.
io the Mayor and CityCouncil, Rushington:

GENTLEMEN,-I am authorized to inform
you that the ratepayers of that part of the

city lying south of Plum Street held a public
meeting on the 2rst inst. for the purpose of
considerine the proposed running of a branch
of the X. Y. Z. Railway through that local.
ity. At that meeting it wai unanimously
agreed to petition your honourable body
cither to make different arrangements with
the aforesaid Railway Company, or else to
provide compensation for those ratepayers
whose property will be injured by the run-
ning of the said branch.

Vour obedient servant,
J. STEELE PENN, Secretary.

CITY HALL,
RUsHINGTON, May 31, 1889.

SIR,-I beg leave to inform you that your
petition was laid before the City Council at
a recent meeting, when it was decided to
obtain the opinion of the city solcitors on
the question. In due time this opinion was
received and is as follows:

Re X. Y. Z. Railway.
To the Rushington City Council

In accordance with your request we have
considered the petition of certain ratepayers
regarding the proposed local branch of the
X. Y. Z. Railway. In our opinion the con-
tract with said Railway Company cannot be
altered, nor would it be advisabl: for you to
vote compensation on your own authority,
but it is competent for you to submit a by-
law to the people with the view of obtaining
public opinion on the question of compensa-
tion.

FAIR, SQUAIR & CO., City Solicitors

This communication was at once brought
before the Council wher it was decided to
have a by-law prepared in accordance with
the opinion of the city solicitors.

Yours truly,
T. N. GAGING, City Clerk.

J. Steele Penn, Esq.

3. (a) What is the object of indexing
letters ?

(b) Distinguish between a tabular index
and an ordinary index. Shew how to fyle
away letters received.

4. Re-write, using as few words as pos-
sible:

Editorial.
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The aim of education should be to teach

us rather how to think than what to think;
rather to improve our minds so as to enable
us to thir.k for oursclves than to 19 id the
memory with the thoughts of other men.

It will be very illiberal and ungenerous on
your part if, through your per.mission, I am
allowed to be suspected and regarded as
having ail along foiescen the disastrous issue
which has been the result of your unfortunate
speculation.

Imagination should not be indulged too
freely ; it rcquireq to be restrained by the
exercise of a sound judgment.

DRAWING.

NoT.-Only seven questions aie to be
attempted, two of which nbst be selected
from greup A, two fron B, two from C. and
the one in D.

A.

i. Draw a pair of plain scissors, opened to
full extent ; length 6 inches.

2. Draw a square, length of side 6 inchec;
draw diameters ; place in first small square
a Maltese Cross; in second, a unit of a
design in reversed curves; in third, a natural
maple leaf; in fourth, same conventionalized.

3. Draw a simple object, derivable from
the ellipse or the oval.

4. Shew, by the drawing of an or:linary
kitchen table, the application of elevations.

B.

5. Draw a rhombus, whose sides shal be
2 inches in length, and whose acute angles

37½°.

Inscribe a circle in the rhombus.

6. Draw a triangle, whose sides are 2, 3,
and 4 inches recpectively ; produce any two
sides and decribe a circle to touch the third
side and the produced parts of the other two.

7. Draw three circles, diarneters 2 inches
each ; each circle to be in contact with two
others ; about these circles draw the circum-
scribing circle.

8. The diagonal of a square is 2 inches;
construct it ; divide it into three equal parts
by lines drawn from an angular point.

C.
NOTE.-In follnwing problems consider

height cf spec'ator's eye. 6 fi. Di-tance
froin the picture plane 4 ft. bcal' 1 in.
equals ; fi.

9. Draw a circle, diameter 4 fi., plane of
circle perpendicu'ar to both P.P. and G.P.,
and touching b-th, centre of circle to bc 4' 0
the left of spectator.

to. Draw a regular hexagon, whose sides
are each : fi. ; hexagon tc be parallel to
G P. and 8 fi. above it; two sides of the
hexagon are to bc perpendicular to the P.P.;
centre uf hexagon to be 4 ft. to the right and

4' within the P.P.
ii. Draw the frustum of a square pyramid;

edge of end' 3 an'l 4 inches resp:ctively;
heighit 5 ft. ; the pyramid rests on tht G.P.
and touches the P.P. four ft. to the right.

On this frustum, plice centrally a sphere
so as to touch the P. P.

12. Driw a squire whose sides are each

4 ft. in length ; the square is perpendicular

to and touches the G. P. 4 ft. to the left and
2 ft. within the '.P. ; the horizontal sides of
the square retire towards the right, and
make an angle of 450 with the P. P.

D.

13. Draw, in nutline only. the object pre.

sented to you. Ieight of drawing four
inches. Use no instruments.

PHYSICs.

Examiners: John Seath, B.A.; W. H.
Ballard, M.A.

NOTE -Only seven questions are t0 be
attempted. Candidates will omit one ques-
tion in each of the groups A, B, C, D.

A.
i. A piece of ice is forcibly kept at the

bott->m of a beaker, and the latter is then
filled with water at 150 C.

(a) Deqcribe accurately the changes which
the water undergoes with respect to temper-
ature ; and

(b) S'aie clearly what diff:rence (if any)
it will make if the ice is in the middle, in-

stead of at the bottom of the water.
2. A person who hîas two fires to light in

the morning finds that on lighting the second
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fire the stove invariably smokes a1hougth the
two chimneys are knowrn to draw equally
wcll, and no difficulty was experienctd on
lightng the first lire.

('1) Explain the cause of ti.
(b) If a window ;s now opened, the smok.

ing inslantly ceases. Account for thi<.
(c) If the window had been opened before

the ire was lighted, would the stove have
smoked ? Give reasons for your answer.

(d) If the window is closed after the ire
has been well started, why does the stove
not smoke ?

3. (a) A fall of rain in cold weather fre-
quently causes the temperature to rise con.
siderably. Explain the reason of this, and
describe a simple experiment to illustrate
the same principle.

() If some oil of turpentine is dropped
upon a flagstone and ignited the flame will
soon be extinguished, the rest of the oil re-
maining unburnt ; but if it is poured upon a
block of wood, the whole of the oil burns
away. Explain the cause of this.

B.

4. Describe experiments to show that
solids, liquids and gases transmit sound vi-
brations.

What properties of mitter affect the vel-
ocity of sound ? Give illustrations.

5. On hearing with unusual distinctness
steai whistles, bells, and other sounds,
which are ordinarily cither faint or inaudible,
the lstener concludes that it will rain soon.
Explain the scientitic grounds for his con-
clusson.

C.
6. If an electrical current be caused to

heat a long thin platinum wire to dull red-
ness, and a portin of the wire be cooled by
applying a piece of ice to it, tae remainder of
the wire will glow much more brightly than
before ; whereas if a portion be heated by a
spirit lamp the reverse cffect takes place.
Explain fully.

7. Explain the construction of the electric
lamp and the production of the electric light.

8 Describe experiments to show
(a) That there are two kinds of electricity;
(b) That electrification is confined to the

external surface.
D.

9. Explain the undulatory theory of light.
Apply it to explain the cause cf refraction.

to. Describe an experiment to show that
the angle of reflection is equ il to the angle
of incidence.

i t. An object is placed heyond the centre
ofcurvature of a concave mirror. Show, by a
carefully constructed diagram, the position of
the image.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

BOOKS RECEIVED.

7Te 7ohns Hopkins University Regis/er for
1888-9.

7he University of North Dako.a Catalogue

for 1888-9.
The Beginner's Book in German. (Bos-

ton: Ginn & Co.)
Handbook of Music Lesrons. By W. S.

Tilden. (Boston : Ginn & Co.)
Die 7ournalisten. Freytag. By Prof.

Toy. (Boston : D. C. Heath & Co.)
Ear and Voice Trainin8. By N. A.

Calkins. (New York : E. L. Kellogg.)

Classics for Children.

treats. Grote and Sé.,ur.
& Co.)

Two Great Re.
(Boston: Ginn

What Manual Training Is, and How I
May Be Best Conducted. (Boston: D. C.
Heath & Co.)

.Syllabus of Lectures in Anatomy and Phy-
siology. By Prcf. Stowell. (Syracuse : C.
W. 3ardeen.)

Jrench Life in Letters. By Mre. Moles-
worth. (London: Macmillan& Co.) French
Course. By G. H. Williams, M.A. (Lon-
don: Maffatt & Paigc.)
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Afnmurer De S.rini.Simton. Edited hy
Prof. V n DalI. ( Boton: Ginn & Co.)

La B /l- A ive,naise. l).udet. 1.'d ited by

Jamt, H, I -lie, B. A. (13',ton : D. C. Hleath

& Co )
Sir Thomas Wyatt and Ifis Poens. By

William u E. Simonds (Boston 1 C.
lIeath & C..)

One Yar Conrse in Gerrnan. By Prof
F ,ulhaber. 2ndI e·ion. (Boston : 1). C.
Heath & Cv.)

Le Aftri De MadLa nie De Solange. Sou-
veste. E lted by Prof. Super. (Boston:
D. C. lleath & Coi.)

A Sho-t Ifîstory of the English People.
By John R chard Green. Part III. Chaps.
vii., viii., ix. (London; Macmillan & Co.)

Twelve Engl si StatesPien. Ifenry VII.
B/ james Gtmrdner. (Lonlon: Macmillan
& Co.)-We have here a comprehensive ac-
count of thi, sovereign's life and times, espe-
cially in reference to his foreign policy, his
wisdom, the legisla'ion of the reign, and the
encour.,g.e, ent given by him to commerce
and discovery, architecture and learning.

T/he First Three Books o/ Hrner's Iliad.
Edited by Prof. Seym.ur. (Boston: Ginn
& C,.)-This is an edition prepared for the
use of schools by Prof. S -ymour, of Yale
College, with an Intoduction and Com.
mentary. There is added a Vocabulary for
the first six hooks of the ' I iad." The edi-
tion would seei to be alnost unsurpassed in
typographical execu'ion and general appear-
ance, and highly suitable for the use of
students.

Mirgery: A Tale of Old Nuremberg. By
George E -ers. Translated by Clara Bell.
(New York: W. S. Getsberger & Co. ;
Toronto: Wiliamson & Co.) At this time
of year the de iand for " a good story ' is

greater than ever, and consequenty the
wholesime, pleasant tale of a German girl's
life in the fifteenth centuty named above
ought to have many readers. The interest of
the ho.k, which is unfltggingly kept up,
does not depend at ail exclusively upon %s-
torical allusion or sketches, but rather upon
the plot itself and the way in which it is
worked out.

ucaunonzai monrty.

Pista/izzm By Baron De (;uimps. T.ans.
latcl from the German by N triarct C.
Crombie. (Sysacuse: C. W. B.rdicen.)---
The story of the aims and work of one of
Our greatest teacheri. wri'ten b.y a lisciple
of his own, can scarcely n-e I a formil re.
tomm1niendation. latracts frm his, w.ks
form part of the voiune, which c antains aluo
his portrait.

English Mfle i of Action. Wellington. By
George Ilooper. (London: Marmillan &
Co., and New York.)-Mr. Ioopcr has lie(.
formed his task in a carefuil and conscienious
manner, more calm and impar.ial tha-i en.
thusiastic. A brief outline is given of the
character of the great English tnilhtary hero
and his career. This may well take its
place along with the other excellent bi.
ographies of the series.

C zssical Text-Rook Series-Citero Against
Catz'ine. Second Oration. By John IHen.
derson. M.A., Colleciate Institute, Si. Cath.
armes. (Toronto : The Copp, Clark Co.)
Readers of the Magazine will be glad to
hear that this edition ik ready in good
time for school work. The excellent notes
and aids supplied in anno a'ed editions of
other cla,sics by the same author have i een
much appreciate 1, and a like recognition,
we are sure, will shortly be obtained hy titis
work.

Byron's Prisoner of Chillon and Childe
Har old's Pilgrimage and Twenty of AIdi.
son's Essays. Edited by H. I. Stranr, B. A.,
of Goderichi High School. (Toronto: The
Copp, Clark Co.)-This volume contains the
text of the literature pres:'ribed for the Uni-
versity and Departmental E.aminations for
1890, also biographical and critical notices
of the writers, notes, etc. Difficulties are
fully met and explained, and the edition is
in every way a credit to the editor and pub.
lishers, and moýt suitable for the use of
teachers and students.

Cicero's Brutur. Edited by Prof. Kellogg.
(Boston : Ginn & Co.)-Another excellent
classical text boak, with fresh and interesting
notes, and a wealth of mnaterial prepared fur
class room use.



Editorial.

i. Jae-on's Essays. Edited by Prof. Selby.
of the Deccan College, Poona.

2 Essays Wrifen in thie fntervals of Blusi.
nets. By Athur Hllps. Edited hy Profç.
Rowe and Weib, of the Presidency Co leg•.,
Calcutta. (Lonlon: Macmillan & Co., and
New York.) -Eleven of the " English Clas-
sics " have now becn isçued ; we have hid
the pleaçure of reviewing most of thesce, and
we hope that many of our readers have seen
theni for them-elves. Those who have wilI
certainly agree with uq in saying th't their
tasteful appearance and reas;onalle price, a
well as the excellence of the editorial work,
leave little to bc desired, even by the most
fastidious. We are glad to see these two
collections of cssays added to the series.

THE Dominnion Illustrated for July 6th is
the npening number of the Second V>lume
and contains the first of a scrics of illustra'ed
articles on Canadian industries.

THE twenty-eighth volume of the Over-
land begins with the J-ly number, whicn
presents, as usual, meritorious articles; verse
and (iction are also weil representec.

THE midsummer number of Our Little
Ones is as pretty as ever, and as suitable for
children. Little stories and poems;, beauti-
fully illustrated, form the contents of the
magazine.

AMONG the writers whose works have
been reviewed in two recent numbers of the
Critic are lenry James, Ii. Rider Haggard,
Andrew Lang, Robert Louis Stevenson, and
John Burroughs. The Critic possesses the
rare merit of being at once reliable and
readable.

THE lune Table Ta/k is an excellent, sea-
sonable number, containing menus for every
day in the month, new ideas for the house-
keeper, and gastronomic notes; also some-
hing about toilets, and several poems and lit-
erary articles. It is worth to the housekeeper
a great deal more than the price of the sub-
scription, and the literary pat t of the magt.
zine is better than one finds in some publi-
cations which pretend to be exclusively
literary.

Canladiana, under the editorship of Mr.
W. J. White, M A., ik prospcring and pre.
sents a very fair table of contents for July,
the first aticle of which ik by Mr. lHenry
Mott, on - By-piths in Our Bibliography."

" GRANDrrAt'! COAT " ik the name of a
story of the times when George the Third
was king, in the Jr.*y St. Nicholas. It is
wcll.written and readable. " Louis the
Resolute," said to bc a truc story, depicts a
young American who was vcry pushing-
almost too much so. The illustrations, as
usual, are good, and the whole number well
up to the average.

Tn fhi/ustrated Lrndon News, pubished
in New York, now contains an Amercan
supplermcnt, occupying one page, under the
heading, " American Matters in Europe."
The subjects of illustrations in the numbers
for Tuly 6th and 13h, are, the Duke of Port-
land's Marriage, the Agricultural Society's
Show at Windsor, the Royal Dairy, The
Irish Railway Accident. Kinbolton Cistle,
etc,, etc. Mr. Rider Ilaggard's new story,
" Cleopatra," with its striking illustrations, is
continued.

Science has recently devoted a good deal of
spice to the description of various electric
street car lines. Papers on " The History of
Habitation,," and " Progress of Engineer-
ing," ippear in the number for July 5th.
The latter contains a valuable review of im-
provements in streets, water works, canals,
railroad., etc., etc., supplemented by statis-
tics. The Editorial Department, and that
of Notes and News are always well worth
pets -c. We observe in the latter two items
abo' - the Canadian Pacific Railway.

THE two features of the Century at pres'
ent-the Lincoln Iistory and the Siberian
Papers-both reach a high point of interest
in the issue for July. The former deals with
Lincoln's re.nomination, Horace Greeley's
Mission, etc. This his'ory wi;l proltably
close with the number for January, 1890.
Next month's instalment will deal with
Lincoln's religious convictions. Articles
on " Presentiments," "Western Steamboat
Routes," "The Temperance Question in
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India," a'so appcar, an I the vcr<.- is rontri-
tuted by E ii N1. Thomas, Tih mas Nelson
Page, Rosc Lathrop, Walter Iearnel, Mar-
garet Vandegrift. and others.

FEw of the American magazines are
characterized by the uniformity in iegard
to literiry %t.ndard that marks the m nithly
issue, of the Atlanic. The stuudent of Emîg-
lish wil alnost alw.ys be plcased with
it and find instruction in ils pages. Among
the articles in the July number one of the
most readable is impirtant to school people,
" Assum Igitui," a ske:ch of the clcsing
years of Cicero's life, by Ilarriet Presti

" Going to Shrev>lury," by Sarah One

jewett, is a quaint and tender story. Prof.

Shaler writes of " The Problem of Discipline
in ligher E lication," the two serials are

continued, and the number contains many
other gond things.

TEACIIERS' BUREAU.

As the object of the Bureau is to promote
the general interests of the profession no
teacher will hesitate to pay one dollar for

registra.itin. No'c what is appcndcd ins an

illus tration or the ailvaitages ti Bureau can
give to its membrs.

$1.25 pays for registraltioi anl the Eti,.

< rriosNAr. MONTILY for the bialancc of the

ycar.

$1 40 pays for " fMas.rs of the Situation,

by ' Tlley "(îîîce $8.50), andL EDUc'A.
TIONA. MONTur1.Y.

$2.75 pays for " Living lk..ders of the
A e" (in pres), price $4.23, and EUCAC.

TIONAL MONTHLY for the balance of the

year.
$4.-0 pays (or " Concise Imperial I:>eion.

ary " (be..t binding) and E:UcATIONA.

Moî- iiLy for the balance of the year.
$8-50 pays for " Worcester's U-iabrilgcd

Dictionary " (full sheep) and EDUCATIONAL

MONTH[LY for balance of -the year.

$9.50 pays for " Webster's Unîbridg d

Dicti mary " (full sheep), atnd the EDucA-

TIONAL MONTIHLY for the balance of the

year.
TEACusRý' BUREAU,

Toronto.
N.B.-Write for any bo ik you want.

PJBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.

THE BEST EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL IS
THE TEACIER'S BEST FRIEND.

Renew your subscription. Subscribers in
arrears are respecfully requested to remit
the amount at once

Notify us at once of any change of ad-
drezs, giving the old address as well as the
new.

Accounts will be rendered from time to
time, and prompt piyment of the sîme will
be expected. Specimen copies sent free
from this office to any address.

Our readers will observe that special at-
tention is given to examinati >n papers in this
Magazine; in many cases hints and solutions
are added. We hope ;tlscribers and others
will sho v in a practical way their apprecia-

tion of the valuable work done by the
editrs of the difTerent departments of THE
MoN rtLY.

WE are gra.eful to the friends of Tra
MONTHLY who have, from many different
places, sent us letters of approval and en-
couragement. and request their kind assist-
ance in getting new subscribers for 1889.

The Editor will always he glai to receive
original contributions, especially froi those

.gaged in the work of teaching.

B und copies of this Mag:izine in cloth
may be had from Willi'.nson & Co., or
fron James Bain & Son, King Street,
Toronto, for $1.00 per copy.
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